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The men's basketball team will face
Morehead State tonight in the second
round of the OVC tournament in
Nashville. Check out the sports section
for details.
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the home school advantage
Racers explain why learning at
home was the best education
they could have received
by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor

While some assume home-schooled
students live the leisurely life of waking
up at noon and deciding if they want to
do schoolwork that day, the reality is
vastly differe!lt.
Krista Webb, sophomore from Central City, is one of 44 students at Murray
State who was home schooled. According to a Jan. 27 article on CNN.com,
Webb is among a growing number of
home-schooled students who have made
the transition bigger, public universities, rather than smaller, religious colleges like home-schooled students of
tht: past .
Webb attenued home school for 11
years and said a commitment from parents and children is required to make the
process a success.
"To keep myself disciplined I bad a
routine in the mornings and a set time to
begin each day," she said. "Many people believe that a home-school student
can just get up, do whatever they want,
(then do) their S!,:hool work whenever
they want."
One positive nspect of home schooling. Webb said, is the variations on
ways to gain information. She said she
studied through a video pro~rram from
Pensacola Christian Academy.
"~h is consisted of the school in Aorid::~ taping their previous school year on
VHS or DVD," Webb said. "They send
you new tapes every nine weeks. After
you take all of your tests, you send them
down to the school where they are graded and an actual report card is sent to
your home."
'
Webb said her parents chose this
method to ensure she received feedback
on what she learned, but other students
were taught primarily by their parents
and received grades from them on a rt>gular basis.
Sarah Quigley, junior from Ballwin,
Mo., was taught at home from the fourth
grade until she completed high school.
She said while her mother instructed her
for inol>t of the elementary years, she
attended a community college and had
tutors for the majority of high school.
''I also had some good employment
opportunities working with veterinarittns and shadowing them from age 15 on
that I would not have had if I had been
in classes all day," Quigley said.
Quigley and her sister r~ommended
home schooling to their parents, her
mother Barbara Quigley said. She purchased a curriculum the first year but

Young
to judge
cheerleading
in Scotland
by EUzabeth Cawein
Staff Writer

to

Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs Mike
Young first donned the blue and gold as a cheerleader for
Murray State in the 1980s. His passion for the sport grew
with every yell through the megaphone, a passion which
led Young to remain involved with the cheerleading
world through coaching and judging.
Now, after almost 20 years of yells. flips. claps and
stunts, Young's cheerleading experience will take him
overseas to Dundee, Scotland. as a j udge and consultant
for the World Cheerleading Association's 2004 European
Cheerleading and .----....,,........,-..,......---------.
Dance Championships.
Young received
his invitation to
the championship
in December.
"I train judges
for a national
WCA competition
in
Nashville,"
Young said. "The
owner of the cheer ....__......;... __.
organization in art by Sanit Sopitgirapast/The News
Scotland
was
there, and he approached me then about coming to Scotland to judge and participate in a forum."
Young, currently a coach for the Murray Elite AllStars, a local seventh and eighth grade cheerleading
gro~~p, will serve M a consultant. assisting the organization in training judges and running the competition as
well as acting as a judge himself.
"The forum aspect will be a meeting with coaches in
which we'll be talldng about techniques. coaching and
cheerleading in general," Young said.
Young's wife Jennifer, an admissions counselor in
school relations, will also travel to Scotland to serve as a
judge for the championship. Jennifer said she became
, involved with the sport through Mike and has served as a
competition director for WCA "for about 13 years.
"We just malce sure all the judges have their score
sheets, organize the event. keep everything flowing and
running smoothly," Jennifer said. "I'll be judging at this
competition, and I've only judged a couple of times
before. so I'm a little nervous, but I couldn't pass up a
free trip to Scotland."
More than 75 squads from seven countries will attend
the championships April 5 through 7 in Dundee.
Mike said the adrenaline of athletics is what has kept
him involved with cheerleading for so many years.
"Just being in where the thick of the action is, whether
it's on the basketball court or on the sidelines of a football field, the whole environment and aunosphere of college athletics is exciting," he said. "Coaching is j ust an
opportunity to help young people develop their skills. It' s
good for them to have a coach who is knowledgeable
about the sport so that they can perform at the peak of
their ability."

_

was able to fonnat her own for subsequent years.
"The flexibility of scheduling allowed
us to do a lot of activities besides classroom work." she said . "I think that gave
them a lot more exposure than they
would have had in public school. They
found learning a lot more interesting."
Although Barbara Quigley said ~he
was pleased with the home schooling
experience she and her twin daughters
had, she would not recommend it to
everyone.
"The mistake a lot of people make is
they try to reproduce the public school
in their horne by setting how long everything will take," she said. ''(With my
children) they had a cet1ain amount of
assigned work to do, and when they
were done, they were done.''
Barbara Quigley said by teaching her

daughters at home she was able to spend
more time with them and teach them
what they needed to learn the most.
"We always finished every book we
started," she said. "It was based on their
learning styles and what extrncurriculnr
activities we wanted to do."
Kmie Oller, sophomore from Benton,
also said she enjoyed the freedom of
home schooling, and she had a good
combination of learning styles since she
was taught at a Christian school for her
first eight years and later home
schooled.
'1'he combination was perfect," Oller
said, "With home school there's more
freedom to study in depth the things
you're interested in. Home school is
kind of what you make it."
In Kentucky, home schools are considered private schools and are not sub-

ject to rigorous governmental regulations, according
to the Department of Education's W~b
site. Grades are not required to be su\>mitted to the state, but parents are supposed to keep track of them as well as
attendance.
Oller said to apply for college, her
mother made a transcript, and she took
other standardized tests to prepare.
The flexible schedule home schooling
allows prompted Oller to look into the
opportunity to go on longer mission
trips.
"I would work really hard and get
everything done so I could have afternoons off," she said. "We could do more
work before to go on mission trips and

see HOME SCHOOL I 3

Economic Impact study calculates spending in state, region
by Erin Rich ards
Editor in Chief
The Y.ords. "I'm contemplating retirement," were barely out of Gilbert Mathis'
mouth before the economics and finance
professor w<~s summoned by University
President F. King Alexander to coordinat~
one more big project.
Ten months later. Mathis completed the
2004 E~onomic Impact :.tudy for Murray
State (the second one he has done for the
University), a 167-page account detailing
the Uni\iersity's hefty financial influence
on Calloway County, the west Kentucky
region and the commonwealth.
With Lhe combination of data collected
from numerous campus agencies, indepen·
dent surveys and financial records, Mathis
computed c~tirnates for everything from
how much money and how many jobs
Murray State generates for Kentucky to
the earning power of Murray State graduates within the various regions.
"These numbers demonstrate that our
University is one of the biggest economic
engines in Kentucky." Alexander said.
"It's important to bring these facts back
home to our community."
· Mathis conducted the last Economic
Impact study in 1986 and said he was surprised to lind many of the figures were the
same us the results computed 18 years ago.
Most of the differences could be explained

by inflation and n higher cost of living, he said. "All of us that live here can tell you
said.
that the University has a positive econom·
''The big differic impact on the communience from the I986
ty, but you don't realize
Total Benefits of
study was that we
how significant an impact
MSU·related expenditures
broke down the
it
is until you see the numto Kentucky's economy
results into the ecobers."
nomic impact MurAnd numbers there are ray State has on
millions of them, in fact.
three distinct areas
Mathis' study estimates
-the local commuMurray State's direct bennity, the west Kenefit to Kentucky's econotucky region nnd
my is more than $240 milthe srate of Kenlion, its benefit to the
tucky,"
Mathis
region is more than $ 178
million and its contribution
to Calloway County is
"llore than $136 mi Ilion.
Direct Benefits of MSU
Mathis also said when n
to Kentucky's Economy
dollar is spent by a student,
faculty member, staff
member or visitor to the
•an graph University, the dollar is
estimates respent several times withfrom 2003 in the community, a
process that generates even
more revenue. To account
for this, Mathis applied a
"multiplier effect" to his
figures to calculate the
total Murray State-related
expenditures to Kentucky's economy. With respect
to this multiplier effect.

I

the total benefit of Murray State-related than $7 1 million, the study reported.
expenditures to the ~tate, region and local
Alexander encouraged people to review
community is about $480 million, $338 a copy of the Economic Impact study or a
million and $204 million. respectively.
summary of the finding and said the find''The most complicated part of this study ings were important to understanding that
is that people have a hard time under- the economic impact of higher education
standing the multiplier effect," Alexander institutions is the driving force behind
saki. "A dollar that is spent from someone public education.
associated with our University is spent
"This study will be made available to
several times after that in the community. the public, and 'Ve will show it to business
primarily for goods and services."
and industrial leaders as well," he said.
Mathis said his fi ndings also indicated "It's a way to show that there are state
more full-time undergraduates are Jiving expenditures and state investments and
in Calloway County and students are that we (as a University) are the best
spending far more money in the state and investment they can make."
west Kentucky
than they were 18
Total Spending Generated by M8U on w..t Kentucky
years ago.
Tot*: $178.207,&57
The study figures
estimate
Murray State students spend more
than $152 million
tn
Kentucky.
With the multiTIIX. . ID toeal
plier effect, the
Gowmrnentt
In Welt
total economic
l(eneucl!y
impact of that
$4,251, 71!8
spending exceeds
$305 million. In
VIIIIOrlto
Calloway County Mu!By Slate
graphs by
alone.
Murray $5,163,117
Amanda HaiV
State students are
The News
spending more

News Editor: Mdissa Kilc.:oynt.>
A-.sistant News Editor: V:mcssa Childers
Phone 762-4468
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Feb. 26
9:29 a.m. An officer issued a verbal wnming to the driver of a
vehicle for failing to yield to a
pedestrian in the crosswalk on
16th and Olive str~ts.
1:13 p.m. A caller reported subjects were stuck on an elevator in
Faculty Hall. Facilities Management was notified and the subjects were released from the elevator.
7:13 p.m. A caller from the
Regional Special Events Center
advised she was stuck in the 'e levator in Lobby A between the
second and third floors. Central
Plant and the Murray Fire
Department were notified and
released the subject from the elevator. A report was taken.

Ra~hocl Taylor/The News

Megan Ahey (front), senior from Louisville and member of the Racer Girls. dances with
Adam Ellis, sophomore from Murray, during halftime of the Murray State versus South~'astcrn Missouri State University basketball game last Thursday.
Mu~ray

State Internet mail server .
schedules one-hour maintenance
Murray State's lnt(>met mail server will be
unavailable because of maintenance tonight
from 8 to 9. Access to the Webmail system will
be interrup ted during the outage.
Fl'f more infom1ation, phone 762-2155.

Women's Center hosts March events
f~r National Women's History Month
For Na tion al Wo men'::: History Month, the
University Women's Center is s ponsoring ~ev
eral events thro ughout March.
Speeches, panel discussions, films and a luncheon are some of the planned events.
For a complete Jist of the events, phone the
Women's Center a t 762-3 140.

Departments, Kentucky organization
sponsor Spanish cuHure perfonnance
The department of modem languages, the
College of Humanities and Fine Arts and the
Kentucky Humanities Council will host "Federico Garda Lorca" at 4:30p.m. Wednesday in
the Wrather Museum Auditorium.
Playw right, artis t, nctor and musician jose
Ruben De LeOn, o f San Antonio, Texas, will

Fulbright Scholar Program fonns
available for Europe, Asia studies
The Fulbright Scholar Program opened Mon·
day for lecturing and research grants in more
than 140 countries.
Each year 800 American scholars go overseas
as a part of the program.
Faculty members and administrators from
two- and four-year colleges and graduate insti·
tutions may apply.
Fulbright awards fund studies starting at two
monU1s in duration.
Applications are due May 1 for awards in
Europe and Canada, Aug. 1 for worldwide
grants and Nov. 1 for seminars in Germany,
Korea and Japan.
For more inform;1tion, visit www.des.or,g.
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Saturday, Feb. 28
12:18 a.m. An officer reported
two suspicious subjects walking
around campus. The subjects
advised they were students.
3:14 a.m. An officer issued a verbal warning to the driver of a
vehicle who was talking on his
cell phone and crossed the center
line on 14th Street.

Campu s Briefly "& compiled by Vanessa Childers,
assistant news editor. If you would like to submit
information for a brief, phone 762-4468.
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12:19 a.m. Dennis Harrision, 33,
nonstudent from Murray, was
arrested at 14th and Olive streets
for carrying a concealed deadly
weapon ond for a valid warrant
for failure to pay court costs.
12:11 p.m. A caller reported
items were stolen from her vehicle pnrked in the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot. A report
was taken, and the incident is
currently under investigation.
2 p.m. A caller from Faculty Hall
repurted an elevator was mal·
functioning. He reported the elevator fell from the third to the
second floor, but advised no one
was injured. Facilities Management was notified and advised
someone would inspect the elevator.

present the one-man show based on the life of
Loren, a Spanish author.
The event is meant to educate students, faculty and staff a~out Spanish culture.
For more information, phone the department
of modem languages at 762-2501.
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Friday, Feb. 27

Authorized dealers of Alvarez,
Huss & Dalton, Lowden, Martin,
Parker, Yairi and more!
We also carry GEM KEYBOARDS!

Please stop in

4:08 p.m. A caller from Hester

Tuesday, March 2

College reported her tires were
slashed. The incident is under
investigation.
9:41 p.m. A ca11er from a parking
lot near Public Safety reported
several parking blocks were
pulled from the ground. Central
Plant was notified.

3:15 p.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a person stuck
on an elevator between the
eighth and ninth floors of the college. Facilities Management was·
notified.
9:24 p.m. The Kentucky State
Police Post 1 in Mayfield advised
it was attempting to locate a subject involved in a shooting inci·
dent. Public Safety officers were
notified.
11:39 p.m. A caller from Hester
College advised loud noises were
coming from a higher floor of the
residence hall. The caller reported it could be a verbal disagree- '
ment. Officers and the residence ,
dire("tor were notified. The noise
stopped upon officer arrival.

Sunday, Feb. 29
1:07 a.m. A caller reported a fig~t

without weapons in progress in
the parking lot behind Zax. The
caller also advised there was a
crowd surrounding the two sub·
jects fighting. The responding
officer advised the call was
unfounded.
2:44 a.m. An officer pulled over a
vehicle because the driver
crossed the center line three
times. The driver advised he
spilled something in the vehicle
and was trying to clean it.
8:14 p.m. A caller from Richmond College repo!ted his girlfriend had been missing since he
dropped her off at her room at 1
a.m. Her resident adviser
advised the missing person was
with friends .

Monday, March 1
10:10 a.m. A caller from Hester

College reported a vehicle
parked in the Residential College
Head's parking space.
12:20 p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested to speak
with a student in reference to a
possible property damage of a
local business.
3:54 p.m. An officer issued a verbal warning to the driver of a
vehicle for wrcckless driving in
the Roundabout on Racer Drive.
Noon An officer issued a verbal
warning to the driver of a vehicle
who was driving the wrong way
on University Boulevard.
10:14 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to the driver of a
vehicle for speeding on Farmer
and 16th streets.

Wednesday, March 3
11:59 a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported his cell phone
was stolen. The incident is under
investigation.
3:59 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a verbal altercation between two female residents.
9:30 p.m. A caller from Springer
College reported two residents
on the second floor of the residence hall were having a physical altercation. A report was
taken.
11:33 p.m. An officer reported a
verbal disagreement between
subjects near Franklin College. A
report was taken.

506 N. 12th St • Murray, KY 42071
(2 70)159-0505
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Police Btat is compiled by Vanessa
Cl1ilders, assistant news e,titor, with '
materials provided by Public Safety.
All dispatched calls are not listed. ·

or visit us on the Web at
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Racer Escorts: 3
Motorist Assists: 4
Arrests: 1
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Home School:

Low prices increase
pan-European travel

Students enjoy flexible
schedule for learning
From Page 1

by Eli:mbeth Cawein
·

those sorts of things."
As for a typical schedule, many home-schooled students said they
bad a standaJ:d time of beginning their day of studies, but they could
adapt it if necessary.
Benjamin Ramey, sophomore from Eddyville. said the home
sch~ling environment allowed him to gain a better Christian perspective on the world . He said being taught by his parents allowed
him to focus more on learning than memorizing infonnntion for the
next test.
"School staned at 8:30 (a.m.) promptly, and it was pretty well
structured." he said. "Mom would outline what she wanted us to do
for the year, and you worked until you got it done."
Ramey said he experienced few difficulties in adapting to the col- ·
lege environment because he was well prepared by home schooling.
He never attended public school and applied for college with a transcript prepared by his mOLher.
Even though Ramey is an in-state resident, he is not eligible for all
of the Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship money other
Kentucky graduates may receive, he said. Those who do not graduate from an accredited Kentucky high school may only receive
KEES money based on their ACf scores and not on GPA. Ramey
said.
To prevent missing socializing opportunities, Ira Kohlhassl, freshman from Cadiz, attended public school to play basketball and baseball after being home schooled for several years.
"I had the best of both worlds," he said. "After being home
schooled, going into the seventh, eighth and ninth grade, they were
easy. Home schooling is 10 times better. and I will hopefully home
school my kids when I grow up. because there is absolutely no (religion) in public school, and you just don' t learn as much."
Adapting to college life was notdiflicult for Kohlhassl. He said in
home schooling he had already learned to do things at his own pace
and set a routine to follow .
Kohlhas~l was instructed at home by his father who retired from
the Navy and his mother who worked at home.
"I got to do everything from learning the inside of an engine to
Genesis through Revelations of the Bible," he said. "As I got older,
we would spend a whole week in some topic if I was falling behind
in it."
A positive aspect of home schooling Holly Morgan, freshman
from Montgomery, Ala., pointed out is the ability to stan a job earlier in the day. She said she started working at 3 p.m. every day of
high school and did not have to worry about completing additional
homework later. Because Morgan lived in Alabama. she was
required to be enrolled in a shelter program, which received grades
from her parents and turned them into the state.
"Like every other high school student. my parents kept track of
my grades on a 4.0 scale," Morgan said. "I think my parents were
even harder graders on me than I might have been graded in a public high schoot"
Morgan said she recommends home schooling to others because
of the specialized atmosphere. She said support groups are available
for parents and children to discuss issues and socialize.
"Even though 1 was home schooled, I did not miss out on anything
that could be considered a 'cherished high school memory,"' she
said. "1 had a junior and senior prom that I went to and had an organized ~mduation with 35 other high school seniors.
"'!'e elected someone from my graduating class to speak at graduation, and I have an ofticial high school diploma," Morgan said.
"The special part about my graduation was that every parent wrote a
note to their child and read it to them as they personally handed their
c~ild their diploma."

~\", HI(. •

Lower air fares abroad are allowing many
travelers to leave Lhe states and spend their
Spring Breaks tanning on the beaches of
Europe instead of in tbe simulated ultraviolet rays of a tanning bed.
•
Ellen Copeland. senior from Murray. is
one such traveler. While some students save
cash to drive to florida, Copeland will be
exploring the city of Amsterdam in Lhe
Netherlands.
Copeland said when she began the search
for flights to Europe in December. the low~~ fares were around $900.
"We were worried that the prices were
going to go up from there," she said.
She and her travel mate held off on purchasing the tickets, though. because
Copeland's passport had yet to arrive.
''When we looked again a few weeks ago,
the tickets had gone down to $600," she said.
Copeland purchased her ticket through the
Web travel search engine travelocity.com.
Jackie Weatherford. travel agent with Far
Lands Travel in Murray, said the dip in fares
is often seen in the spring as airlines attempt
to boost interest in international travel.
"This is traditionally a trend we see most
every year," Weatherford said. "They're trying to stimulate and generate traffic because

Rashod Taylor/The N ews

Clayton Wright, Jwiior from Louisville, rakes
leaves at Murray Park Thursday with other
Sigma Pbi EpsUon members. Tbe fraternity is
working to projed a better image or Greek men.

THES i
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port for the Massachusetts senator.
"J think (Edwards' dropping out) guaranteed
Kerry Lhe presidency and Edwards the vice-presidency," Hodes said. "If (Kerry) picks Edwards,
that's going to really balance the tic~et Kerry is
smart enough to pick a more moderate vice president."
'
The Democratic primary turnout surprised
Hodes because he originally thought Howard Dean
would easily receive the nomination; even though,
he said, the result was for the best.
"More Democrats will vote because they know a
lot about their candidates this time," Hodes said.
"People will actually know what Kerry stands for.
He holds the same views that most Democrats do,
and even if he doesn't he's not going to vote
against them.''
Kerry Woods, freshman from Louisville. opposes Kerry and said Bush is a strong political leader
and handled the war in Iraq well.
"1 think everyone else is going to be weak compared to President Bush," Woods said.
Because Bush is the incumbent in the race for
the White House, Rose said he has an automatic
advantage over any opposition.
''The burden of proof rests on the challenger,"

by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
Since Sen. John Edwards dropped out of the race
for the Democratic presidential nomination
Wednesday afternoon, some students and professors at Murray State have voiced varying opinions
on who is best suited to take the presidency in
November.
Winfield Rose, professor of government, law
and international affairs. said President George W.
Bush still has the advantage over Kerry in competition for the White House.
"When Bush's campaign gets going, it will
defeat Kerry's," Rose said. "Kerry's problem is
that, being a member of Congress for 20 years. he
has a long voting record."
Rose said the Bush campaign will benefit from
Kerry's liberal voting history.
"(Kerry's) a very liberal Democrat. so within the
Democratic Party he looks good, but outside the
Democrntic Party, he doesn't look so good," Rose
said.
Chris Hodes, sophomore from Henderson, said
he favors Kerry over Bush in the November election and was happy Edwards announced his sup-
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Rose said. "When a challenger runs against an
incumbent, the challenger has to demonstrate why
the incumbent should not be reelected. I doubt
Kerry can do that."
While Edwards was his first choice to win the
nomination. Eric Dillon, junior from Fort Campbell, said he favors Kerry over Bush. He said he
thinks Edwards would have been more electable
against Bush than Kerry will be.
"(Kerry's) maldng a couple of mistakes other
people have made," Dillon said. ''I don't think a lot
of his slogans are very clear. (Howard Dean) definitely had the advantage until he started turning
into a gorilla. and that's the only reason Kerry's the
front-runner."
Rose also said he thought Kerry's campaign
strategy has worsened since he began his bid for
the presidency.
"Kerry spent a lot of money fighting in the primary campaign that Bush has not had to spend," he
said. "As (Kerry's) campaign has progressed. it has
become more and more shrill and more and more
like Dean in his attacks on Bush."
Rose theorized that in building up too much
hype eight months before the election, Kerry runs
the risk of numbing the electorate to his campaign.
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it's not the peak season yet. It's a marketing
thing."
A basic search of fares through airline carriers or on popular bargain travel sites shows
tickets starting as low as $320.
During other peak travel times, the same
searches might yield prices in excess of
$1.000 to $2.000.
Shelly Harris, senior from Mayfield. traveled to London over Winrer Break for a
study abroad program. The fare for her
flight, reserved in November, was close to
$900.
"The whole trip cost about $2,650," Harris said. "The actual flight wac; pretty inexpensive compared to the total co~t.l wa'> definitely surprised."
Harris said she would not have gotten the
rate if she had .searched out the flight on her
own.
"It would have made a big difference on
whether or not I went on the trip if the fare
(hadn't) been so low," Harris said.
Copeland admitted while Lhe low fare was
a bonus, she would have been willing to
spend more to make Lhe journey.
'The high price would have influenced me
a little bit, but I really wanted to go, so 1 was
willing to pay almost anything," Copeland .
said. "I cappec.l it off at about $1 ,000. I'm
glad they went down, though. Now I have
more money to spend over there."

Super Tuesday shortens Democratic ticket
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PASTOR 10 a.m. Worship Service 5 p.m. Bible Study
Allen

Everyone Welcome! Come as you are!

Waid

(270) 293-7790 • americascog@hotmai l.com

''Open hearts, open minds, open doors."

First United Methodist Church
Church School .............................. 9:50 a.m.
Worship ........................................ 11 :00 a.m.
504 Maple St. • Murray • 753-3812
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Angelou
draws ...
substantial
.
crowd

Did you see Maya
Angelou? Why or why not?

'

"No, because I
felt a good game
of ultimate
Frisbee would be
more beneficial to
my social
development!'

Our View
ISSUE:
MORE THAN

2,500

Scott Duckworth

STUDENTS

frashmlltl, H«ldtHson

"Yes, because I
wanted to know
more about her."

"Yes, because
I've never seen
her before and I
thought it would
be enriching, and
I do agree, Murray is a rainbow
in the clouds."

,
Our View
Issue:

Brent Bauscher

HOWARD STERN

freshman. Louisville

WAS SUSPENDED
FROM SIX RADIO

"No, because I
didn't want
school to get in
the way of my
education."

MARKETS BECAUSE
OF THE BACKLASH
REGARDING j ANET
jACKSON'S SUPER
BoWL HALR1ME
SHOW.

Morgan McCall
tr.hmlln. MIKJscnvfile
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SPEECH.
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The staff editorial is the majority opin- pension is the most recent conseion of the editorial board of "The Mur- quence on the Super Bowl halftime
ray State News." The editorial board is show, it is certainly not the first.
Other post-flash changes include a
compo~ed of,all ser;tion editors., '
five-second delay during award shows,
Although Janet Jackson's Super like the Oscar's and Screen Actors'
Bowl halftime stunt prompted an over- Guild, and the censoring of an elderly
whelming response from the media, woman's breast in an episode of "ER"
Even though a considerable number
the Federal Communications Commission and individuals across the nation. of people believe Jackson crossed the
few people initially suspected the inci- line during her Super Bowl perfordent would have such far-reaching mance and that steps need to be taken
to prevent similar incidents from
consequences.
occuring
in the future, the re is no j ustiHowever, the performance' s backfication
for
applying coverall harsh
lash has extended beyond the parties
restrictions
to
all entertainers.
begininvolved, and restrictions are
Stern still bas a right to express himning to affect entertainers in a varying
self and entertain his audience, as he
arenas.
The most recent and well-known has done for the past 15 years. His
example of this is Clear Channel Com- material is obviously not too indecent
munications' suspension of Howard for the radio, or it would have been
banned years ago.
Stem from six markets.
Preemptively censoring Stem vioThe justification Clear Channel
Communications cited for the unex- lates his First Amendment right to free
pected crackdown was the FCC's reac- speech.
It is unfair for Clear Channel Comtion to the incident involving Jackson.
The conglomerate stated it would munications to expect Stem and other
assume a zero-tolerance policy regard- entertainers to adhere to digressing
ing any material deemed indecent.
standards.
After all, if the FCC and individual
Although Stern is notorious for the
extreme and often distasteful content companies are free to censor entertainof his show, he has remained consis- ers according to increasingly conservtent in his material since he went on air ative limitations, all aspects of media
and entertainment will suffer.
in the 1980s. So what has changed?
Individual opinions regarding what
If Stem's materia l was not too indecent to air on mainstream radio for the is decent and what is not cannot be
past decade and a half, then how can it taken into account when determining
be deemed so now? After all. what who has a right to express his or herdoes Janet Jackson's behavior during self.
Furthermore, one incident is no
the Super Bowl have to do with Stem
cause to embrace censorship and
or any other entertainer?
Furthermore, although Stem's sus- impair free speech.

ATIENDANCE AT
ANGELOU'S
PERFORMANCE

MAYA
ANGELOU's

WAS NEARLY
RECORD-

MOTIVATION-

SETTING, THE

AL SPEECH

TURNOUT WAS
UNIMPRESSIVE.

Wesley Korir

Jackson's Super Bowl stunt
leads to increased censorship

AlTHOUGH THE

ATTENDED

LAST WEEK.
freshmwl, Kftfyll

POSITION:

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of "The
Murray State News. " The editorial
board is composed of all section edi- J
tors.
When Maya Angelou visited Murray State last week, the lecture's audience was one of the three largest in
University liistory.
The first was easily Nelly.
Nevertheless, more than 5,000 people attended the highly-acclaimed
poet and humanitarian's motivational
speech, 2,565 of which were Murray
State students.
.
Althou&h we commend those who
took advantage of this cultural and
educational event of rare magnitude in
western Kentucky, we can't help but .
wonder why more students weren' t
interested.
After all, the lecture was free for
Murray State students, not to mention
a much-appreciated departure from
the mediocre bands that normally tour
through Murray.
Murray State was fortunate to bring
in a speaker as celebrated as Angelou
and it is no doubt the Student Government Association went to great
lengths, both monetarily and otherwise, to bring her here.
However, despite the almost recordsetting turnout, only one-fourth of
Murray State students were present.
W hile we understand there is a significant number of students at Murray
State's satelite campuses, it is hard lO
believe nearly 7,500 students j ust
couldn't make it.
It is time Murray State students not
only recognize SGA for its dedication
and hard work, but also take advantage of such opportunities, rarely
available outside of college.
After all, where outside of college
will you be able to listen a speaker as
acclaimed as Maya Angelou completely free? Even community members paid only $10.
Murray State students should appreciate the opportunities being offered
to them, as so many' others would
embrace what we're ignoring,
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Photo Editor • 762-4468
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"The Murray State News• str.ves to be the
University community 's source for information.
Our goal Is to present that Information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
v1de a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News• offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
Interested in journalism or other fields relat·
ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• Is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• is free.
~dditional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

Local artist mixes Christian, hip-hop tunes
In My
Opinion

ABE
BRUMMETT

A new sound is coming out of
Murray Stare these days, and
thousands are tuning in to set!
what all the hype is about.
Douglas Fisher, senior from
Murray. is bringing a ''l.lerrty
sound with a clean approach'' to
all who will listen and more people are turning their attention his
way to see what this is all about.
The style is a kind of Christian
hip-hop. a combination of the
good and the cool reminding
everyone how fun it can be to represent God and still break it down
on the dance floor.
"I'm trying to spread the word
of God in a way that will appeal
to the Christian and secular communities alike," Fisher said. ,

Fisher has been producing his
own songs with the help of local
Ben "Big Chee:t." Feltes.
Fisher writes lyrics and provides vocals for the tracks and
Feltes produces the beats and
edits them to create a high quality
sound available for download
right off his Web site at madbeats.com/tish.
The hits on the Web site
rea~hed into the thousands in the
first few weeks. Fisher is hoping
to build a strong fan base as he
continues to crank out llits with
Feltes.
As many of you may remember,
Fisher was the Murray State student who auditioned for American Ic.Jol last fall. In a pool of

ll.OOO Fisher made it to the third
round that was narrowed to about
100 contestants.
There the judges ended his
American Idol trek, Paula Abdul
added that he would also never
make it in the ministry after she
read on his profile he hopes to try
and pursue some kind of work for
God after college.
Well Paula, Fisher is still
singing. and singing Christian
music at that.
When asked about Paula's
remark, Fisher said, "More than
anything I worry about her sleep·
ing soundly at night. I felt she
wasn't being true to herself while
s lashing a t my dreams in an
attempt to rouse a dramatic TV-

worthy response out of me."
Fisher has been busy writing to
record companies about how to
go about promoting his demos
and possibly getting signed to a
label.
This promising young singer is
enthusiastic about his work and is
eager to share it with the world.
So take a few minutes and
check it out for yourself. As it
says on the fliers Fisher passed
out on campus this week, "It's
worth your time."

Abe Brummett is a junior sociolo·
gy major from Edwardsville, Ill.
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What Women Wear
Heat, humidity motivation Women should recognize
clothing s implications
for revealing Wardrobes
In My
Opinion

MEUSSA
KILCOYNE
"PERSONALLY,
WHEN
STANDING IN
FRONT OF MY
MIRROR ON A
HOT SUMMER
DAY, THE
THOUGHT OF
WHOM

I

COULD TURN
ON WITH MY
SCANDALOUS
OUTFIT IS NOT
AT THE TOP OF
MY DECISION
LIST."

In
Opinion

A tank top, shons and a pair of flip Oops.
Some say it's comfortable, but some say it's showing too much
skin1
Questions arise every year critiquing women's wardrobes during the hot and humid summer months. but I have yet to understand why it is anyone else's bu.~>iness what some women choose
to wear or, for that matter, choose not to wear. Some people
seem to stereotype the women who shed layers of clothes as
attempting to intrigue the opposite sex, but I fail to understand this argument.
Women should be able to choose their attire based on
what they want to wear and how they feel the most comfortable.
For men who think they cannot control themselves
when a female wears revealing clothes, here's
some advice: Look the other way.
The fact that men may or may not be
attracted to a woman based on how she
dresses has no place in the deciding of what
a woman's wardrobe should consist.
Personally. when standing in front of
my mirror on a hot summer day, the
thought of whom J could tum on with
my scandalous outfit is nOt at the top of
my decision list.
What is on my mind is the heat and
humidity. On a warm, sunny day wearing cooler
clothing simply makes sense. Coming out of the
house on a 95 degree, 100 percent humidity day,
covered in clothes from head to toe in order to
curb the stereotypes of society is ridiculous.
If women want to stay cool in the summer
by wearing a tank top, they should be able to
without being categorized as prostitutes.
Simply making the decision to shed bulkier clothes during warm months does not
mean a woman is attempting to attract
males. Those men who think they are the
sole reason women break out the short.~ and
tanks are sadly mistaken.
In the semi·adaptea words of Bernard
Bailey, one day when scientists discover
the center of the universe, some men are
going to be sadly disappointed to find
they are not it.
The majority of women do not plan
to stir up male hormones by drawing
attention to their cleavage, but for
those who do, that's their business. It
is no one's place to set guidelines on
what is decent and indecent in the
way of someone else's wanfrobe.
What is decent to one person
may be totally inappropriate to
another, so someone' s wardrobe
choic~ is personal business. Anyone who has an opinion about
what is appropriate to wear should
examine their own wardrobe and
stay out of what does not concern
them.

It was pleasant to see people taking advantage of the recent
My
spell of warm weather over the past few weeks. It is so rare to see
people out on the Quad during the winter that I noticed their
presence one Thursday afternoon while taking a break from the
newsroom. That picturesque afternoon, some people sat by
Pogue Library and some played Frisbee, one woman even was
wearing shorts to indicate the warmth of the day.
And therein lies the problem.
This one woman wearing shorts reminded me of
how little some women wear, an issue I had been considering beforehand. Especially during warmer days,
some women seem to be in a contest to determine the
absolute minimum that can be worn. I am increasingly
convinced many women do not realize what they are
doing through their clothing.
Clothing which is tight, short across the midriff or
lacking material in certain places is designed to draw
attention to a woman's body. While that may be
A DAM
hard to accept, there is no other answer whlch
MATHIS
adequately explains why clothing is designed
in these ways. The designers make the
clothes to showcase certain areas of the " IN THE END,
body, otherwise, all areas would be covTHE ONLY
ered. ,
LITMUS TEST
This situation is difficult for many men.
With women wearing clothing which draws
WHICH I CAN
attention to their appearance, it becomes all the more troublesome for men to not think about the less-sophisticated RECOMMEND IS
a.o;pects of male-female relationships. In fact, such clothTHIS: IF
ing can have certain effects on men in the way they
TOMORROW
behave toward women, perhaps malcing them want to
talk to some women more or be around them more.
YOU WERE
Men are already stereotyped as sex-<:razed, and,
GOING TO
while I cannot vouch for the truthfulness of the
stereotype. particularly to that degree, the stereoMEET jesus
type is true in so far as many men deal with the
problem and are far from aided in their struggle C HRIST, WHAT
by women who dress in these ways.
WOULD YOU
Women who wear this type of clothing fall
WEAR?"
into.two basic categories: those who realize what
they are doing and those who do not. For women
who are aware of the effects and have every
intention of continuing on, be aware of the shallowness of some of the effect. 1be men who buy into
the tactic are not seeing a person but couJd be looking at a
work of art with which they are enamored .
For women who were not aware of the situation, those who
find such clothes fashionable and attractive but do not realize
the full implication, then I probably need say no more, because
realizing the situation is enough for these women to make the
decision on how they want the male half of humanity to view
them.
Given the sensitivity of the topic, it bears noting that I am
not attempting to lay the woes of men at the feet of women, nor
quantify a religious or social dress code. Men are most certainly
culpable for their own actions, no matter how promiscuously a
woman is dressed. Nor do I have any code of dress which everyone should adhere to other than the good sense I hope most of
humanity possesses.
In the end, the only litmus test which I can recommend is
this: If tomorrow you were going to meet Jesus Christ, what
would you wear?

Melissa Kilcoyne is the news editor for "The Murray State
News."

Adam Mathis is the online editor for ''The Murray State News. "

Sandler
prompts
break up
Brandon Gibson and
Jennie Clay made it official yestenlay when they
broke off their six month
relationship because of
irreconcilable
differences.
"He's an Adam Sandler type of person, and I
just can't handle that
idiofs films," Clay said.
"He kept making me
watch 'Billy Madison' •
and l finally couldn't take
it anymore."
Gibson said he couldn't handle Clay's negative attitude about Sandler's ftlms.
"Adam Sandler is a
freaking genius," he said.
"I mean, just look at one
of his movies and you'll
see the many facets of his
talent He can sing, he can
act, he can write. 'There's
nothing that man cannot do."
•
Gibson and Clay met six months ago in a friend's
residential college room, where they watched '1'he
Wedding Singer'' with some mutual friends.
"We hit it off because we both liked the '80s
. music," Clay said. "I knew at the time that he was
really into Adam Sandler, but I had no idea it was
this bad."
Clay said besides making her watch Sandler films
to the point of memorization, he also listened to
Sandler's music obsessively.
"He never stopped playing 'Stan and Judy's Kid,'
one of Adam Sandler's worst albums," she said.
"The only thing it's worth is zapping it in the
microwave to see the pretty effect"
Clay said the worst incident was when Gibson
took her to see ··so First Dates" on Valentine's Day
and then forcec.l her to reenact scenes from the
movie.
"I think the breaking point was when he made me
build a cabin out of my waffles at Huddle Hou.-;e and
then pretend not to remember him." she said. "He
caused quite a scene at the counter when he kept
screaming, 'I can't read!'''
Clay said Gibson's obsession with recreating
scenes wac; the final straw.
"Maybe he should just date Adam Sandler instead
of me," she said. "If I have to see the .scene where
Happy Gilmore beats up Bob Barker one more time,
I'm going to jump off a bridge."
Clay said some of the trouble began because Gibson became severely depressed when Sandler's buiJdog, Meatball, died earlier this year, and nothing
would console him.
"I mean, it's a dog," she said. "A dog owned by a
person he didn't even know."
Gibson said Clay did not understand his anguish.
"Meatball was the best man at Adam's wedding,"
he said with tears welling up in his eyes. "You just
can't make friends like that. Meatball was Adam's
soul mate, man. He was with Adam through it all."
Gibson said breaking up with Clay was sad for
him, however, he knew he could persevere.
"Remember how in 'Big Daddy' Adam's girlfriend left him and he proved his responsibility by
adopting his friend's illegitimate child?'' Gibson •
said. "Well, Adam proved himself, and I will, too.
Alii need to do is find me a hot, young third-grade
teacher like in 'Billy Madison.' You know, one '
who's hot and will understand my boyish charm."
Clay said she wao; pretty sure that no matter how
Gibson tries to redeem himself. his effons will be
fruitless.
"It's just like in 'Titanic,' where the nasty fiance
tries to win back Kate Winslet," she said. "I'm just
seeking a more ansy type, and Brandon ju.~>t can't
deliver that with his fan jokes and bathing habits."

Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-ne-..,:s colunmist for
"17re Murray SU1te News. "

Stu_dent revisits bifthplace during study abroad

by Bekah Carmichael
"Call when you get to Philadelphia. And call
when you get to London. I Jove you ."
"Okay, I'll call. I love you too. Bye Mom.
Bye Dad."
.
I turned and headed through security in the
Nashville airport. I made it through the metal
detectors unscathed, looked back at my parents,

..
.......

...

waved and kept on walk.ing. J felt bad for leaving so soon. five days, after Dad had returned
from Iraq.
I wasn't quite sure what I was getting myself
into. I hadn · t planned to study abroad this soon.
I was going to at least wait until after my
sophomore year.
And yet I wa~> set on studying abroad in Finland, one of the only countries my father ha.c;n 't
visited. But everything with the Cooperative
Center for Study Abroad's London summer
program seemed to fall into place.
Born in England and raised all over the United States, I've never had much of a place to call
"my home." A-; I set out last July, there were
two things I ju.'>t had to do during my short stay
there. The first was to ride the London Eye, the
largest observation wheel in the world. situated
on the south bank of the Thames. 'The second
was to visit the house my family lived in when
I was born. I accomplished both of these before
we reached the halfway point in our trip.
The Sunday after our ftrst week of classes, 1

T

=

met Sara. a pre-law student from the University of Kentucky. We decided to head down to
the original Hard Rock Cafe for lunch and then
go take a ride on the London Eye.
The views of the city from the Eye were
amazing. I couldn't believe that after only a
week, I had already accomplished half of what
I set out to do.
Two days later on Tuesday morning, I took a
train to Cambridge, where my great aunt and
uncle picked me up. We drove to Newmarket,
the home of British horse racing.
We found the house my family lived in: 21
Royal Palace Close. l had absolutely no recollection of what it looked like except from what
I had seen in pictures.
'The house was empty and the neighborhood
was run-down. I took a couple of pictures and
we were on our way. We drove to Rushden, thi
little town where my aunt and uncle live. 1
spent the rest of the day there, enjoying the
peace and quiet away from the city.
Having only been in London for I2 days, my

.
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trip was already complete - or so I thought.
While I had done everything I really wanted to,
there was so much more to do and experience.
On the plane ride back across the Atlantic, I
was in disbelief of everything I had seen:
Stonehenge, Jane Austen's house, the Crown
Jewels of England and Scotland, the Rosetta
Stone, Westminster Abbey (home to resting
places of England's kings and queens and
Geoffrey Chaucer, to name a few), the Mona
Usa, the Eiffel Tower. the Magna Carta and
Notre Dame.
From atop Arthur's Seat (a small mountain
in Edinburgh. Scotland) I watched the sun ~et
over Scotland and rise over the North Sea. I
went to mass at a ~;mall Catholic church in
Paris. I went to a pub with friends on a Friday
afternoon and onJered the Briti1>h clmic ftsh
and chips.
I climbed to the top of the Arc do Triomphe.
I rode on a train through the English Channel
Tunnel. Having never spent much time in a
city, I somehow navigated my way around a

-

huge city -and only got lost once.
I went to Disneyland-Paris. I walked the
street.s of Oxford like so many great scholars
before me. I climbed to the top of Hampstead
Health and looked out on the city. I celebrated
the end of cJa..,ses with my fellow ~tudents by
attending the Great British Beer Festival.
I sat in u West End Internet Cafe, instant
messaging my friends who were already back
on campus for Racer Band Camp, knowing l
would be there with them in less than two days.
I visited the Royal Observatory and stood in
two hemic;pheres at once.
"Hi Mom, we're in Pittsburgh. There was a
long line at immigration so they're holding the
plane for us. We'll be about an hour late."
"Okay. we'll see you in a few hours. I love
you."
"I love you too. See you .soon."

Bekah Camtichael Is a sophomore English
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University plans accommodations
for freshman enronment Increase

Former CEO surrenden, Judge stresses fairness
pleads innocent to fraud to Jury In Stewart case

Israeli clothing chain
arranges photo shoot

Public television stations agree
to air governor's tax code plan

'"

March .S, 2004

•State
FRANKFORT (AP) - Freshman enroll·
ment at the University of Kentucky will be
allowed to rise next fall for the first time in
three years, and a short winter term may
be added, Presiden t lee Todd said
Wednesday.
The next freshman class will be about
4,000 students, up from about 3,700, Todd
told reporters in an impromptu news con·
ference at the Capitol.
To nccommodate the increase, a brief
. intersession between the fall and spring
semesters could be added to offer high·
demand classes, Todd said.
The university needs to get its enrolJ·
ment up to the levels of comparable insti·
tutions, Todd said.
The university is the largest in the state.
Total enrollment last fall was 26,260, a 7.6
.percent increase from the year before. The
total included graduate an d prof~sional
school enrollmen ts. Undergraduate enrollment was 18,190, a 6 percent increase from
the previous fall.

"
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NEWS IN BRIEF

FRANKFORT (AP) - Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's p lan to overhaul the s ta te's tax
code could be introduced to the public
through a statewide television address.
Commerce Secretary Jim Host,
Fl~tcher's temporary head spokesman,
did not give details as to w hen the governor might a ir his plan.
For weeks, Fletcher. has said he is
developing a plan to change the state's
tax code. Such a plan would be "revenue
neutral," increasing some taxes a nd lowering others, Fletcher has said.
Television station officials in Bowling
Green, Hazard, lexington and louisville
said they had tentatively agreed to airing a 15· to 20-minute Fletc~er speech
possibly by the middle of next week.
The speech could start between 6:30
p.m. and 8 p.m., station managers said.
Outlining such a plan through a
speech directly to voters, rather than
reporters, would be an advantage, Host
said.
"When you speak directly to the people on television, they hear what you
have to say and see what you h ave to
show them without it being cantilevered
through a third party," Host said.

NEW YORK (AP) - Former
WorldCom CEO Bernard Ebbers
pleaded innocent Wednesday to
federal charges that he conspired with his chief financial
officer to fix the company's
books in the biggest corporate
fraud in American history.
Ebbers surrendered to the FBI
earlier Wednesday, a day after
the financial officer, Scott Sullivan, pleaded guilty and agreed
to testify against his former boss.
Ebbers' lawyer, Reid Weingarten, insisted Ebbers w ill clear
his name at trial.
Prosecutors and defense
lawyers agreed that Eboers
would be released on $10 million
bond, secured by his home in
Mississippi. He had to su rrender
his passport and restrict travel to
surrounding areas.
·

NEW YORK (AP) - The jury
in the Martha Stewart case
began deliberating VVednesday
after a federal judge urged them
to consider the stock fraud allegations against the celebrity
homemaker with "complete
fairness and impartiality."
District Judge Miriam Goldman Cedarbaum spoke for
more than 90 minutes, spelling
ou t the legal requirements the
jury must meet to convict Stew·
art or broker Peter Bacanovic.
Stewart is accused of conspiracy, obstruction of a Securities
and Exchange Commission proceeding and two counts of lying
to investigators. She could face
up to 20 years in prison if convicted, or she could serve as little as one year. Bacanovic was
charged as a co-conspirator.

California voten approve McDonald's purges menu
governor's finance plans of extra large portions
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Voters
put their trust in Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger's p lan to salvage the state's finances, agreeing to borrow billions of dollars.
Schwarzenegger said the borrowing plan would make California "the golden state that it
once was."
Proposition 57 passed with
nearly two-thirds of the vote. It
marked the first time in California history that voters agreed to
use bond financing to slash
state debt.
Until now, bonds had only
been used to construct roads,
build schools or make other
improvements.
Voters also endorsed Proposition 58, a companion measure
Schwarzenegger says will b alance future state budgets, while
rejecting Proposition 56, a p roposal "the governor did not
favor. The failed measure
would have cut the n umber of
legislators needed to pass the
annual budget from two-thirds
to 55 percent.

CHicAGO (AP) - Hold the
fries - at least the super-sized
version.
In a sign of the times, McDonald's is getting rid of the extralarge portions that had become
one of its signatures. The burger
giant said it has begun phasing
out Supersize fries and drinks in
its more than 13,000 U.S. restaurants and will stop selling them
altogether by year's end, except
in promotions.
The company cited the need
to trim a menu that has expanded in recent years and said elim·
inating super-sizing is only part
of that effort. McDonald's attributed the change in strategy to
simplifying its menu in a brief
statement late Tuesday.
''The fact of the matter is not
very many Supersize fries are
sold," he said.
McDonald's added entree salads with great success last year
and has been moving to provide
more fruit, vegetable and
yogurt options with its Happy
Meals.

. JERUSALEM (AP} - An
Israeli clothing chain held a
photo shoot for its summer
catalogue at Israel's West
Bank barrier Wednesday,
less than a week after Israeli
troops killed three Palestini·
ans in clashes at the contentious structure.
Comme-il-faut
nwner
,Sybil Goldfinerd, who
opposes the barrier, said her
fashion house was trying to
raise awareness about the
series of walls, razor wire
and fences among what she
called a mostly "uninterested" Israeli public.
loca l and international
models were dressed in colorful frocks inspired by
African and Caribbean fash·
ions and posed for photos
along the backdrop of 25foot· high slabs of concrete
that now separate parts of
Jerusalem from the West
Bank.

Belgium man attests
to kidnapping, rape

AP PhotoJlefteris Pitarakis

A fashion photographer takes pictures of models walking next to a 8-meter-taU wall, part of tbe separation
barrier lsr:ael is building in the Palestinian village of A1\tr, in tbe outskirts of Jerusalem Wednesday. An lsraeU
clothing chain held a photo shoot at Israel's West Bank
barrier, less than a week after Israeli troops killed three
Palestinians protesting against the structure.
them hostage between the
summers of 1995 and 1996.
Prosecutors - who reject
the crime ring claims - have
charged Dutroux, 47, and
three alleged accomplices
with kidnapping and raping
six girls and murdering four
girls and one of his associ·
ates.

The two presidents' phone
call attracted scant attention
Wednesday
in
French
media, suggesting that it
was not viewed as a turning
point in relations.

NATO Invites Russian
attendance at meeting

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)
ARLON, Belgium (AP)
NATO has invited Russia to
Eliciting gasps of horror in Haiti crisis helps unite attend a meeting of foreign
the
courtroom,
Marc dissenting presidents
ministers next month to
Dutroux took the stand
PARIS (AP) - The crisis in mark the entry of seven for·
Wednesday to describe how Haiti is bringing French mer Soviet bloc countries
he kidnapped and raped President jacques Chirac into the alliance, ltlly's for·
young girls in the mid-1990s. and President Bush together eign minister said Wednes·
He denied killing them and after their heated dispute day.
claimed he was acting on last year over the U.S.-led
On a visit to NATO headorders from a child-sex net· war in Iraq.
quarters, Italian Foreign
work in Belgium.
Bush phoned Chirac Tues· Minister Franco Fratlini welHis ex-wife, Michelle Mar- day to praise ,ythe excellent comed the decision to invite
tin, who also is on trjaJ, testi- French-American coopera· his Russian counterpart Igor
fied later that two of the vic- tion in Haiti" and to "thank Ivanov to the April 2 meet·
tims, both 8, starved to death France for its action," said ing in Brussels.
in her basement in 1996 Chirac's
spokeswoman,
It was not immediately
while Dutroux was in jail for Catherine Colonna. It was clear whether Ivanov will
four months for a car theft.
the leaders' first phone con- attend the meeting.
Testifying on the third day versation sinet> Dec. 10.
of his trial Dutroux said he
Chirac echoed Bush, sayacted on behalf of a " big ing he was "delighted by the
crime ring" when he quality of the cooperation "
snatched slx girls in different and expressing hope for a News in brief is comptled by
places in ~lgium and held return to peace in Haiti.
Melissa Kilcoyne, ner~>s editor.
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Coworkers, students admire administrator
ciation, also appreciates Robertson·s work on campus.
"He's just a really great administration member," Lough.
junior from Murray. said. "l'm glad there is someone like
The desk in office 116 of Ordway Hall stays unoccupied that at Murray."
nearly all day. every day because its owner attends several
Lough said when administmtive officials want students'
meetings each day to represent the administration and input, Robertson makes sure he knows what students think.
"I'm really impressed by the way he shows he's here for
advocate for studenl'>.
·
Don Robertson. \lice president of Student Affairs, has the students," he said.
Danielle Walsh, president of Alliance, Murray State's
worked m Murrny State for nearly 13 years.
'1'he vice president of Student Affairs is really the chief gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and straight student
oovbcme for students on campus,.. Robert.~on said. "E.ssen- organiz.ation. said Robertson is extremely supportive of the
tially (the Student Affairs Office) is involved in all the GLBTS community.
learning that goes on outside the clac;sroom on campus."
"Dr. Robertson has kind of been our friend in adminisSeveral student-; invol\led in campus organitations said lt'.ttion," Walsh, senior from Frankfort, said. "We see him
they think Robertson is an essential member of Murray a'> a bridge between GLBT students and the administration,
State's adminbtration.
and that means a lot."
Abdulla El-bnnnan, fonncr president of the InternationShe said during Come Together Kentucky, a statewide
al Student Organization, now the International Student conference for GLBTS students hosted at the Universicy
Council, said he and Robertson have spoken a lot during last spring, Robertson attended to support Murray State
El-bannan's years ut the Univen;ity.
students and welcome students from other institutions.
"I think it was impressive for GLBT students from other
"Dr. Robertson is probably the best student affairs person you could have at a university," El·bannan, graduate universities to see our administration represented and supstudent from Cuiro, Egypt, said. "He truly cares about the portive," Walsh said. "It's good to know he supports us,
and ... it's good to have friends in high places."
students. You pn1bably couldn't find anyone better.''
Despite Robertson's busy schedule, some students like
Mary Kathryn Cash, president of Omicron Delta Kappa
Honor Society, said she also has worked with Robertson that he still makes time for them.
Cash also said Robertson seemed to always make time
through ODK and the Rotoract Club. both for which he
serves as the academic adviser.
for students despite his full calender.
Cash, senior from Fancy Farm, said Robertson recently
"A Jot of students joke that there must be more than one
received the Robert L. Morlan Faculty Secretary Award, a of him because he's everywhere you go," she said. "I don't
think there could be anyone more suitable for the job
national award given to an ODK faculty secretary.
"We were really happy that Dr. Robertson was recog- because he's so involved in the lives of the student<;."
Robertson's coworkers think he does a great job with
nized for the work he d~ with ODK." Cash said. "I
always joke that ODK is the honor society for people who student affairs.
are already really busy, which makes it perfect for Dr. R."
David DeVoss, director of Public Safety, said whenever
Kyser Lough, president of the Residential College Asso· a studenl is taken to the hospital, Roberto;on is one of the

by Vanessa Childers
A"sisl:lnt News Editor

Rashod Taylor/The News

Don Robertson runs on a treadmill in tbe Curris Center Wednesday night after a day's work.
fir..1 people to visit the student.

"Dr. Robertson is intimately involved in the student-;'
lives even in cases of illness, struggle or bereavement,"
DeVoss said. "I've noted many times that he is out in the
middle of the night when a student needs him. l'v~ seen
time and time again that he is a genuine. sincere, baring

person."
Universi()' President F. King Alexander said he respects
Robertson's dedication to the students.
"Quite simply, he"s the best student advocate I've ever
met," he said. ''We work very well (together) because we
both think about students in every stride we take."
Alexander said Robertson's enterprise and vision for the
University is very unique.
''Very few vice presidents serve their universities in
(such a) capacity," he said
Robertson is not the only Racer in his family. Both his
wife and daughter are involved at the University.
Robertson's wife, Jeanie, is the coordinator of student
teaching for the education department, and his daughler
Emily, 22. is a senior at Murray State. Only his <>on, David,
16, is not directly involved with the University.
Jeanie said Robertson has been involved with student
al'fairs since she has known him. Bctore serving as Murruy
State's vice president of Student Affairs. he worked in the
same position at Marshall University in Huntington, W.Va.
"I'm not saying it's always been easy, but he's very
committed to the students, and I support him 100 percent
in everything," Jeanie said. 'That's my job."
Although Robertson and his wife work at Murray State,
Jeanie said they rarely see each other on campus.
"He's very busy and I'm very busy," Jeanie said. "l
enjoy working with him, but at the same time we (each)
have the opportunity to be our own person."
Jeanie said a plus of working at the same University is
the Robert.~;ons know they have the same vacations at Winter Break. Spring Break and summer.
One thing most administrators, faculty and staff members and students seem to agree on is the necessity to have
Robertson on campus.
"You couldn't replace him or anything he does,"
Alexander said. "It would be a lot easier to replace me."

Students attend first Habitat for Humanity meeting
by Carrie Pond
Contributing Writer

Janna Tanner/The News

Several prospective Habitat for Humanity volunteers gathered to hear the particulars of how to get involved in the organization of a campus chapter.
Bill Whitaker, associate professor of
industrial and engineering technology,
complimented the turnout and said Habitat
targets the working poor.
"It's for those who are living on the edge
from paycheck to paycheck," he said. "It is
not a handout process."
Whitaker said the families are expected
to pay whatever it costs Habitat for
Humanity to build the house, but there is
no interest and no monetary down pay-

Bill Whitaker speak!i at the first organizational
meeting of a prospective Habitat for Humanity
chapter at Murray State. Whitaker plans 'to
sen·e as the chapter's adviser. T he students met
at 6:30 p.m. Monday in tbe Curris Center ment
Barkley Room. Tbe ne~t meeting is scheduled
lnstettd, the families are expected to
make their down payment in sweat equity
for 6:30 p.m. March 22 in the Barkley Room.

hours, Whitaker said. The families come
out to the building site and work on their
own house.
"The best thing is working with the people," he said.
Whitaker said the local affiliate builds an
average of one house each year. and the
meeting's high auendance showed promise
for a good project.
"Why build one house when we could
build two or three?" Whitaker asked. "The
sky's the limit with numbers of this size."
Lesli White, j unior from Paducah. will
head the effort to fonn a campus chapter at
the Universi()'.
"If anyone wants to contribute, we're
hoping to have a big turnout," she said.
White said she first became interested in
the organization when she heard about it
through the University Christian Student
Center, in which she is involved.

"It's a great way to get out and do more
of a servant-type ministry," White said.
''Not having a campus chapter felt like we
were overlooking (an opportunity) to help
nnd improve the community."
To become an official campus chapter,
Whitaker said students must do three
things: educate, fund-m1se and build.
At the meeting, students volunteered for
committees with different goals, such as
seeking publicity and participating in the
application process. The groups nlso decided on their first big project for the organization.
Student.; voiced many ideas at the meet·
ing. The tirst project will focus on raising
awareness about Habitat for Humanity, and
their goal is to become a campus chapter.
· "I nm amazed at this turnout," Whitaker
said. "I made 50 phone calls asking people
for help, and to get a response like this

from the students (is amazing). Some of us
(at the local affiliate) have joked that the
students have caught 'Habititis.' And they
haven't even got to the good stuff yet."
Many students expressed excitement
about staning a chapter at the University.
"rve heard good things about the organization, so when I heard they were going
to start a campus chapter. it sounded like a
good opportunity for me to get involved,"
Amanda McCuiston, sophomore from
Murray, said.
Jennie Crawford, sophomore from Berr
ton, said she enjoys helping others and
became involved with Habitat for Humanity when her grandfather helped the organi~.ation build a house.
"I knew the fnmily that got the house
from them," she ~aid. "I helped tutor the
kids. It's a simple little thing that you do
for people to help them help themselves."

t:AST CHANCE!

AVAILABLE POSITIONS
for the 2004-2005 Staff of The Murray State Hews:
• Sports Editor • Assist ant Sports Editor • Opinion Editor
• College Life Editor • Assistant College Life Editor
• News Editor • Ass istant News Editor • Associate Editor
• Photography Editor • O nline ~ditor
• Chief Copy Editor • Advertising M anager
• Ad Production Manager • Editor In Chief

.,.,

Applications must be submitted by
March 8, 20041
Apply today, first floor of Wilson HaUl
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Fraternity dedicates lodge to alumnus
by carrie Pond
Contributing Writer
After years of devotion to Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity and the University, Hal E. Houston Jr. attended a ceremony Feb. 29 which
the new lodge was dedicated to him.
Bob McGaughey, Pi Kappa Alpha alumnus, introduced Houston. Houston was a
member of Tau Sigma Tau, the local fraternity at the University during the 1950s.
McGaughey, professor in the department
of journalism and mass communications,
said Houston was the flfSt chapter president,
helping set up the fraternity's constitution
and other important items of business.
Since then, McGaughey said Houston has
been an important figure in the fraternity.
"After he got his surgical degree, Hal
came back to Murray," McGaughey said.
"He became a chaner member of the Housing Corporation and helped get approval to
build the lodge."
Houston has been a member of the Housing Corporation ever since.
McGaughey said he has helped add the
lodge's patio and dance room and helped

turn an apartment into a game room.
"Hal has been instrumental in making
sure the money is there and everything's
getting paid off." McGaughey said. "In
addition, he's served as host at his house for
alumni receptions. rush functions and smokers."
Houston was the first recipient of the Pi
Kappa Alpha Outstanding Alum Award and
received many other awards. Because of this
and more, McGaughey said, the fraternity
chose to dedicate the lodge to Houston.
Houston said of the award: "It's an honor.
It's hard to explain. I'm getting a lot of publicity for this. I'm a modest person, so it's
hard to say ' look what I've done for the
Pikes.' It feels weird to have my name up
there."
Houston said he still remembers his days
as a Pike.
'1n the '50s, there were no national men's
social fraternities at the state colleges in
Kentucky," he said. "(The University's) big
fear was that they'd lose control of the fra·
ternities."
Houston described his views· as "a big
ambition to make our local fraternity into a

national one." Houston petitioned Tau
Sigma Tau to become nationally chartered
as Pi Kappa Alpha. He drove to the fratemi·
ty's headquarters in Memphis, determined
to get the charter.
"They decided to try us out," he said. "For
the first time (in Kentucky). there was a
national fraternity in a small college."
Houston said many other state schools
soon followed suit.
He said the Board of Regents was con·
cemed poor students would not be able ro
afford the fraternity's dues. The officers met
with board members. They made a chart
comparing the cost of buying a Coca Cola
every day for a year to the yearly dues tor
the frarernity. The similarity in cost convinced the Board of Regents, and it wa.'> official.
"1 was only president of the national chapter for two weeks.'' Houston said. 'Then I
graduated."
He then went on to get his medical degree
at the University of Louisville. After obtaining his degree, Houston returned to Murray.
"I Jhen became an unofficial adviser to the
chapter," he said.

Houston said he will always hold a special
place in his heart for his fruternity.
''(The fraternity) gives me a link to people, and in a town like Murr.ty, that's important," he said. "I have met thousands of people through this fraternity.''
He also said he respects the current members of the fraternity.
"They're incredible members," he said.
"They're in great shape financially, there's
good members. good officers, and they're in
a good position right now. It's always been
fun to work \\ ith the Pikes."
Of the dedication, Houston said: "I feel
honored that both past and present members
feel that I'm fit to name a building after. It's
exciting to me.''
He said he has enjoyed every minute of
his work with the fraternity.
"I gain more from the fraternity members
than they gain from me," he said.
McGaughey said Houston's dedication to
the fraternity is evident in all he does
Said McGaughey: "He ends his answer·
ing machine message with 'Go Racers' but
when you talk to him about the Greeks, it's
always 'Go Pikes.'"

University Police: Safety tip of the week

Officials recommend safety tips ·
for beginning of tornado season
Staff Report
•

If tornado sirens go off. Public
Safety officials recommend everyone take cover immediately and
wait for further instruction before
leaving a secure area.
Public Safety Capt. Larry Nixon
said with the start of tornado season, students, faculty and community members need to be aware of
steps to follow in case of a tornado
threat.
'This is the time of the year we
start to look for tornado preventative themes," Nixon said.
If the siren sounds, what do you
do?
• If outside, move immediately
indoors.
• Move to an interior hallway,
basement or tunnel.

• Avoid upper floors, large glass
areas and windows.
• Stay out of auditoriums or areas
with open ceilings.
• Stay away from electrical appliances and use the telephone only
for emergency calls.
• Stay calm and alert.
On campus wavering tone
means:
·
• Immediately go to an interior
hallway, away from exterior doors
and glass.
• Do not remain in a vehicle
• Never try to outrun a tornado.
• Stay in a safe place until the all
clear siren is heard.
On campus solid siren tone
means:
• The threat has passed and it is 1_
safe to exit the building or place of
safety.

•r

Paul Baker/ The News

Murray State workers serve participants in '"l<·our Courses to Success;• sponsored by the
College of Business and Public Affairs Thesday evening. T he event, held in the Cur ris
Center, demonstrated to students graduating in May and August the strategic approach
to an Interview meal with a step-by-step explanation.

Board of Regents
Feb.27,2004
• Meetings are held in the
Jesse Stuart Room of Pogue
Library.
• Housing and dining fees will
increase in the summer and fall
semesters. Housing fees will
increase by 3.8 percent and dining fees will increase by 2.2 percent. Student Government
Association President Josh
Rose was the lone dissent in the
vote.
• A hiring freeze is currently in
place and 168 classes listed for
the fall semester are not staffed.
• A Cingular Wireless phone
tower will be placed on top of the
Doyle Fine Arts Building which
will raise $22,000 for the University.
• A continuing problem of
decreasing international ·enrollment was reported.
• The MSU foundation will
exceed $50 million for the first
time, as a result of a $716,000
increase in alumni donations.
• The "bucks for brains" program is being phased out by the
state of Kentucky; even though
the University matched the $5.9
million given for the program.
• University property in Hopkinsville was sold for $1.9 million
to service the rest of the property owned there.
• The former Development and
Alumni Affairs building across
from Sparks Hall will be tom
down to allow more parking.
• Laurene Zaporozhetz was formally hired as the new library
dean. She will apply for tenure
after one year because of previous experience.

.
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IN AUGUST OR DECEMBER 2004?

The deadline for turning in undergraduate degree
application s for graduation in August 2004 is March 9
and the deadline for submission of degree packets
for graduation in December 2004 is April 6 .

STEPS TO FOLLOW IN APPLYING

FO GRADU

REASONS WilY

1) Complete a " request for undergraduate d egree

DAYLIGIIT IS

packet" in the 1st f loor lobby of Sparks H all.
(It m ay also be fou nd o n the Registrar's Website.)
2) Pic k up the degree packet two weeks from

OVERR

t he date of request. Bring a p hoto I. D.
3) Meet with you r adv isor to o btai n signatures

D.

and substitutio n forms, if necessary.
4) Pay the $20 degree fee in the cashier's

*Ha

office (2nd fl oor of Sparks H al l.)

5) Return the completed

~acket,

with

OPEN

degree fee receipt, to the reception desk in

24 HOURS

the 1st floor lobby of Sparks Hall by the deadline.

Graduation meetings w ill be held in the Curris Center theater
on the following dates. Graduat ion requirements, degree checks,
and conferral of degrees, as well as any avail able information
on commencement, w ill be di scussed during these meetings.

March 8, 2004 at 10:30 a.m.
March 23, 2004 at 5:00 p.m.

mtploma

Questions may be addressed by emailing: graduation@murraystate.edu
Persist: There's no f. in quitting!
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College life Editor: Severo Avila
Assistant CoJJege Ufe Editor: Allison Ught
Phone: 762-4468

This \X'eek
•Applications
Ralph Woods Memor·
ial Award applications
due. noon, Curris Center SGA Office.
•BasebaU- MSU vs.
Memphis, 2 p.m., Reagan Field.
•Basketball - OVC
Basketball Tournament. 8 p.m.• Municipal
Auditorium,
Nashville.
•Cinema International - "The Pianist,"
7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater. Free
admission.
•Performance
"Nonsense,"
7:30
p.m., Playhouse in the
Park. General admission $9 for adults, $7
for seniors, students
and children.

•Saturday
•Testing - PRAXIS
testing, 8 p.m., Faculty
Hall Room 306.
•Baseball- MSU vs.
Memphis, I p.m., Reagan Field.
•Basketball - OVC
Basketball Tournament. 5 p.m., Municipal
Auditorium,
Nashville.
•Performance - Jackson Purchase Dance
Company
presents,
"'The Universe: Part II,
The Planets.'' 7 p.m.,
Purchase
Players.
Mayfield.
General
admission $5, children
under 5 free.
•Cinema International - "Tbe Pianist."
7:30p.m .• Curris Center Theater. Free
admission.
•Concert - U.S. Air
Force concert. 7:30
p.m., Lovett Auditori·
um. Free rickets available. For more information. phone 7624288.

•sunday
•BasebaU - MSU vs.
Memphis, I p.m .• Reagan Field.
•Dinner - Marvin D.
Mills Dinner, 2 p.m.,
Currls Center Ballroom.
•Concert- MSU Concert Choir, 3:30 p.m ..
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission. •

,• Monday
•Bake Sale - Murray
· Empowerment
of
Women Equity Bake
Sale, 8:30 a.m., Curris
Center.
•Forum - Murray
Empowerment
of
Women round-table
disscussion, 5 p.m .•
Faculty Hall Room

106.

•Tuess)ay
•Applications - 2004
Associate and Baccalaureate
Degree
applications
due,
Sparks Hall.
•Testing - GED testing, 7:45 a.m.. Ordway Hall Lobby.
•Meeting - Campus
Activities Board, 4:30
p.m.. Curris Center
SGA Office.

•Wednesday.
•Testing - GED testing, 8 a.m., Ordway
Hall Lobby.
•Artist - Caricature
Artist. II :30 a .m.,
Curris Center Rocking
Chair Lounge. Drawings free.
•Dinner - Free Newman House Dinner, 5
p.m.
•Meeting - Student
Government Association. 5 p.m.. Curris
Center Barkley Room.

•Thursday
•Concert
MSU
Orchestra. 8 p.m .,
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.

OH, THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!

'

On the 1OOth anniversary of his birth, students
and faculty contemplate Theodore Geisel's impact
on children, literature and American culture.
into major motion pictures.
Some Murrny State professors argue Seuss'
popularity is matched only by his genius.
"I don't think there are a lot of other writers
while Harry Potter and the other inhabitants
of Hogwarts have captured the gnat-like anen- who did what he did," Pamela Brewer. lecturer
tion span of today ' s youth. there remains of English. said. "He uses strong rhythm and
only one true wizard of children's fiction: Dr. rhyme. vivid imagery. and (his work deals with)
eternal messages."
Seuss.
These eternal messages account for Seuss'
Geisel finds his calling
immense longevity. '1'he Lorax" is an env.ironOne hundred years ago Tues- rnental allegory, and "Yurtle the Turtle" teaches
day, Theodore Seuss Geisel was children the value of self-importance.
" He's really accessible to the youngest readers
born in Springfield, Mass. After
an Ivy League education and u and makes important nloral points," Brewer said.
Jean Lorrah, professor of English and philosstint making documentaries for
the U .S. Military Acaden1y. ophy. said, "Anything that gets children to read
Geisel found his calling in car- is good."
Lorrah. also an author. stressed that this
tooning.
Since the publication of "The Cat in accessibility bridges the gap between c~ild
the Hat" in 1955, Seuss' name has and parent.
"You will hear parents (freuing) about
been synonymous with chil dren's literature. especially to their toddlers watching Teletubbies and
their older children watching Barney the
students.
·
"My favorite Dr. Seuss book Dinosaur.'' Lorrah said. "But (parents)
would have to be 'Green Eggs and never get bored with Seuss."
Ham ,"' Katie Oller. sophomore
Spoiled food goes a long
from Benton. said, "because (it
way
shows) a discussion and (leaches) decision making."
A Jack of boredom definitely accounts for
Regina Hubbell agrees.
"" Green Eggs and Ham· is my "Green Eggs nnd Hum" taking the No. 4 spot in
favorite." Hubbell. junior from Publisher's Weekly Top-50 All-Time BestNew Johnsonville, Tenn .. said. selling Children ' s books. As of today. "Green
''My mom first read it to me Eggs and Harn" has sold 8,143,088 copies, and
when I wu~ about 5 or 6 years Seuss has I 0 other books on the list more lhan any <lther children's author.
old."
•·Really great children's literature is
Even after his death in 1991.
Seuss' works remain more popular unique," Lorrah said. ... A lice in
than ever. Two of Seuss · most famous Wonderland' and ' Peter Pan' were
books, "How the Grinch Stole Christmas" and both written (during Seuss's time),
"The Cat and the Hat," have recently been made and none of those works are like the

by Jonathan Meador
Staff \Vntt·r

other. Each is 'unique to its
own generation."

Rhyme Time
Ann Neelon, director of
the poetry writing program.
said Seuss' success lies in
his return to good. old-fashioned rhyme.
"I used to have this Dr.
Seuss quote on a syllabus
for an introductory course,"
Neelon. associate professor
Theodore
of English and philosophy,
said. ''It went like thi&: 'If it
Geisel
weren't for rhyme, I'd be in
the dry cleaning business."'
"In a lot of contemporary poetry, (poets) have
forgotten the power of true rhyme." she said. "I
think that Seuss reminds us of that pleasure."
Whatever the appeal, Dr. Seuss and his
books will remain a fixture in the
young readers section of most
libraries and book stores; they
will be placed on the bcd:side
tables of children everywhere
and fondly take adults on a
journey back to childhood.
Years from now. when
Harry Potter is collecting
his social security in the
ump-teenth installment of
J.K. Rawling's fiagship
series. not even the most
rousing game of Quidditch
will satisfy the young imagination like a steaming plate of
"Green Eggs and Ham."

illustrations courtesy of www.giftwrap.com, art by Amilnda Hall
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1. Feels Like Home - Norah
Jones
2. The College Dropout
Kayne West
3. Fallen - Evanescence
4. SpeakerboxxxfThe Love
Below - OutKast

5. When The Sun Goes Down
Kenny Chesney
Source: Associated Press

• Movies
1. The Passion of the Christ
starring James Caviezel
2. 50 First Dates - starring
Adam Sandler
3. Twisted - starring Ashley
Judd
4. Confession of a Teenage
Drama Queen - starring Lindsay Lohan
5. Dirty Dancing: Havana
Nights - starring Diego Luna
Source: Associated Press

1. The Da VInci Code - Dan
Brown
2. The Last Juror - John
Grisham
3. The Five People You Meet
In Heaven - Mitch Albom
4. The Amateur Marriage
Anne Taylor
5. Ain't She Sweet - Susan
Elizabeth Phillips
Source: Associated Press

www.seuss.org
With Tuesday being the lOOth
anniversary of Dr. Seuss' birth,
some of you might want to
browesc this Seuss sire to Jearn
more ahout the good doctor.
Look at and huy Dr. Seuss merchandise, read parodies of his
boo~ and learn ahout his binhday Also, if you want more, you
can access a plethora of links
from personal to corpomte sites
ahout Dr. Seuss. Enjoy reading
about your favorite children's
author :md becoming reacquainted with your childhood.
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Clark College residents decorate
room with home-made furniture
by Liz Sm ith
Staff Writer
In one corner lies a dilapidated mustardcolored couch. an antique from the early
'80s caught somewhere between the title of
retro and dated. Above it rests a giant red
sign that reads, ''Thai's," once belonging to
a restaurant and now serving as a constant
reminder of the establishment's failure.
Though one might think these items are
quietly decaying in a remote landfill, they
are actually a part of the frugal decorum in
junior Ricky Agostin and senior Alex
Young's first-floor room in Clark College.
In fact, neither of the aforementioned
pieces cost the men anything at all. The
couch was given to them by a Murray State
graduate, and the sign was up for grabs.
"Thai's had closed a while ago and had
just left their stuff in the alley," Agostin,
from Louisville, said. "So we took this sign,
loaded it in the back of our truck and
brought it through Clark's side door.''
"But don't tell anyone," Young. from
Herndon, said. "It's exit only."
Before even stepping foot inside Young
and Agostin's room, students get a little
taste of their resourceful style. The door is
littered with art, firmly held in place by duct

Agostin sits next to b is homemade
bookshelf fashioned from wooden
planks and concrete blocks.

tape, which includes a tom shirt sleeve, a
flattened box of Saran wrap, and a Jist of
safety precautions.
"We wouldn't want people to not use the
crosswalk," Agostin said. "Basically. anything we haven' t got around to throwing
away ends up on our d oor."
This same concept of thrifty decorating
remains consistent throughout the room.
Once inside, guests are greeted by two fig·
urines of Jesse from "Toy Story 2" wedged
between the sprinkler pipe and ceiling.
"She comes with the Frosted Flakes,"
Agostin said.
A sculpture o f empty soda bottles and
broken COs. bound by tape. dangles over
one of the beds, and a handmade pipe. constructed by Young's 14-year-old brother
Jeffrey hangs o n the far wall.
"He made it for me last year," Young
said. "It's basically a corncob attached to a
s tick."
But Jeffrey isn't the only one with savvy
carpentry skills. Young and Agostin actually built the room's bed layout and bookshelves over the summer.
The configuration, nicknamed "The Coffin," is designed so the beds are bunked in
an 'L' shape. A sheet of wood was nailed in
place on top of the bottom bed. which in
turn supports half of the top bunk. Wood
pillars were set up to support the other half.
A desk sits in the space underneath the top
bunk and another desk rests on the sheet of
wood over the bottom bunk.
The boys call the layout ''The Coffin"
because whomever sleeps on the bottom
bunk has very little room to maneuver as the
sheet of wood rests only inches away from
his face.
"You can't sit up at all," Agostin said.
..It's really easy to forget though. In fact, I
heard Alex smack: his head on it just yesterday morning."
For the bookshelves, Young and Agostin
took two cinder blocks and positioned them
vertically on the ground. Then the men
place a 2-by-12 slab of wood on top of the
blocks, followed by another layer of cinder

photos by Janna Tanner/ The News

Alexander Young (left), senior from Herndon and Ricky Agostin, junior from
Louisville, proudly display a Thai restaurant's sign they found in the trash. Th.eir
room, located in Clark College, is famous for its eclectic decor.
blocks and wood.
"The top shelf is full of school books and
DVDs," Young said. "Our best DVD by far
is 'Special Moments.' This local guy makes
short funny skits, kind of like SNL, only
clean and worth watching."
"The Rambo trilogy is a close second,"
Agostin said.
T he roommates have enhanced the quality
of watching and enjoying such classics with
the audio playing from t\\ o speakers hanging on opposite sides of the room . The
make-shift hanging device of coat hangers.

wires and rubber bands holds them securely
in place.
But one defining factor that sets Young
and Agostin's room apart from most is their
especially nice sink facilities. The two enjoy
built-in cabinets underneath the1r sink and
extra storage behind their mirror.
"This used to be a basketball player
wing," Young said. "Rumor is thnr this stuff
was installed just for them ."'
Young and Agostin's thrifty decor, homemade furniture and fancy utilities has solid·
ified their Clark College pnd as crib-worthy

Agostin and Young
have
constructed
sleeping
unusual
quarters for their
Clark College room.
A 11lank directly above
Young's bed supports
Agustin's dc~k as well
as tbe room's entertainment
system.
Built over the summer, this fine example
of engineering and
carpentry is called
'The C.offin.'

We have a job for you!
• Want to pursue a graduate degree?
• Want to work with college students?

· ~

.

• Want to learn leadership and supervisory skills?
'
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Apply to be a Residence Director!

/\' • I I ' I

Check out our Housing/Residence Life website for a job description,

Mu~oc

l·u•111 tbc
l·rum l'm ch

http://www.murraystate.edu/ housing

"'tc ridt.tll

A l'ra•ne Unn>e
CI>IOp;lniOII

compensation information and the RD application. Please complete
and print the application and turn it in at the Housing Office
w ith a copy of your resume and cover letter.

RD Appl ications are due by 4:30pm on Friday, March 12th

Smtdmc llluwo

We now have "pull off tires" - name brand, aJmost new!

EVERY DAY: Oil/filter only $18.95
Up to 5 IIUBI'tl Dl aIIBBiC III'BRd Dill ~

,.

our four convenient locations!
200 A,N. 12th St.
Murray
(270) 753-3086

Hazel
(270)492-8839

417 S. Sixth St.
Mayfield
(270)251 -0640

325 Main St.
Benton
(270)527-0110

MECHANICS ON HAND DAILY!
Mon. - Sat. • 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
COME ON IN!! NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED!!
OUR TEAM OF MECHANICS IS QUALIFIED/
GET THE BEST SERVICE AT A GREAT PRICE where "The Golden Rule" is our policy!

Located at 507 S. 12th St. (next to Log Cabin Restaurant) 759-0003

I
""'!11#--'1

7??72
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Bon Scott-era AC f) DC produces best toCk videO
by justin Bontrager
Film/Music Reviewer
For the most part concen films suck.
There are, however, a few exceptions,
such as Talking Heads' "Stop Making
Sense," David Bowie's 'The Rise and
Fall ofZiggy Stardust," The Band's "Last
Waltz" and, most notably in this humble
journalist's opinion, AC/DC's "Let there
Be Rock."
It's important to point out that I only
like Bon Scott-era AC/DC. If you don't
know who that is, you don't know anything about ACIOC. Just go back to listening to "Blow Up Your Video" or 'The
Razor's Edge" and keep wondering why
people like me laugh at you and call you
names.
If you're over 30 and own either of the
aforementioned albums, stop trying to
convince people you were a bad-ass rocker in the '70s and '80s; you were probably
listening to Loverboy, ELO and Aldo
Nova. No true ACIDC fan would embrace
any albums post "For Those About to
Rock."
·
If you hate AC/DC, you probably
haven't even read this far. If you love
ACIDC, the true AC/DC, Bon Scott-era
ACIDC - let there be rock!
In the opening scene we are treated to a
brief look at some scummy-looking roadies in all their late 1970s, big sideburns,

CLUES ACROSS
1. Villains
•
5. Powder and shot
9. Boundary or limit
14. Chinese mountain range

15. Yeast
16. Rope
17. Young sheep
18. Forearm bone
19. City in Piectnont
20. End of the season
23. Fish eggs
24. Lbly
25. Reddish browns
28. Apparatus for maintaining
a oonstant low temperature
33. Settled down

34. Bleated
35. Honorable title (Tull<lsh)
36. Absolutely essential
39. Peers
41. Australian flightless bird
42. l.eases

43. Au1hor
44. Most parlous

46. Beam Me Up, _ I
48. HOstelry
49. Pesetas (abbr.)
50. Safari goers

57.

sleeveless T-shirt, comb in the back pocket glory. Ever wonder what happened to
those people? I do. They probably live in
some roadie retirement trailer park in Arizona and entertain themselves by having
acid flashbacks and building beer can
sculptures.
Anyway. it's imponant to point out that
"Let There Be Rock'' was filmed in
France. This amused a certain friend of
mine who loves AC/DC but hates the
French and enjoys berating .them while
drinking Pabst Plue Ribbon and spitting
Copenhagen into an empty can. He says
the French are dinier and nastier-smelling

,.Item transfer

58. Oil company
59. Assist in some wrongdo-

ng

60. Dish
61. The small projectiOn of a
mammary gland
62. Murder
63. Anteater genus
64. Hol)ri)ok and Roach
65. Unlverslty in Comecticut
1. Villains
5. POWder and shot
9. Boundary or limit
14. Chinese mountai'l range

15.Yeast
16. Rope
17. Young sheep
18. Forearm bone
19. City In Pledmonl
20. End of the season
23. Fish eggs
24. U<ely
25. Ae!Hsh browns
28. Apparatus for maintaining
a constant low temperature
33. Set11ed down

34. Bleated
35. Honorable title (Turkish)

36. Absolutely essential
39. Peers
41, Australian flightless bird
42. Leases
43. Author
44. Most parlous
46. Beam Me Up, _ I
48. Hostelry
49.. Pesetas (abbr.)
50. Safari goers
57. Pattern transfer
58. Oil company
59. Assist in some wrongdoIng
60. Dish
61. The small projection of a
mammary gland
62. Murder
63. Anteater genus
64. Holbrook and Roach
65. University In Connecticut

CLUES DOWN
1. Muscular rear part a lhe
Shank
2. Jai - · sport
3. ExpletiVe
4. Person who enjoys sen·
suality

than AC/DC in their sleat.y '70s splendor,
which is precisely why 1 love the French.
I enjoy seeing a very inebriated Bon S~.:ott
address the audience with his very limited
French vocabulary that consi sted of
"Bonjour" and "Eiffel Tower." I think
Bon Scott enjoyed France because he
could walk around in public with an open
container.
There is an element of tension through out the film when the narrator (who
sounds like the guy from "Mutual of
Omaha's Wild Kingdom") asks the band
really stupid questions like: "Who writes
the songs?" and "How long has lt1e band

5. Kicks around
6. Makes ale
7. Messenger ribonucleic
acid, (abbr.)
8. Asian nation
9. Tho exact opposite
10. Climbs up
11. Bj<lm _,tennis player

12. Egyptian goddess
13. Large Integer
21. Mauna_. Hawaiian vol·

cano
22. 24 hours (old Engfish)
25. More coherent
26. Fragrant resin
27. Type of woodpecker
genus
28. Insert mark
29.Beams
30. Deck for divination
31. Shoelace end
32. Mouth-Watemg
34. Banishes
37. Roof ooYerings
38. Italian dty
«>. Abandoning a party or

cause
45. Capital of Rwanda
46. In a way, hinders

•

9

Find1ng cash for college is. child's play.
Register now and search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion

•

www.thenews.org/scholarships

47. Cootalner
49. A bonle lhat contains a
drug
SO. Second letter (Greek

been around'!" All the while the band
members :.tare mutely back at the camera.
glassy-eyed or slur something indecipherable in their Scottish/Australian accents.
It's also amusing to watch the members
of ACIOC piny soccer drunk, dri\'e drunk
and even fly a plane drunk.
The concert footage exposes one of the
(if not THE) greatest Jive bands of all
time. It also reveals an array of presumably alcoholic !leverage containers scat·
tered on the drutp riser.
It's great to see n young Angus run
around the stage indefatigably. pausing
only to stick his bare ass out at the audience, and Bon Scott trying to dance drunk
with his manhood practically escaping
from the hole in his jeans. It's fantastic as
well to bear witness to guitarist Malcolm
Young and bassist Cliff Williams lingering like somnambulists back by their
amplifiers with their dirty mops of hair
hanging down over their faces, probably
under the influence of a combination of
beer, pot and lodes they bought off one of
their roadies.
AC/DC is just pure lewd rock 'n'roll. If
such legends like Jerry Lee Lewis and
Chuck Berry could have gotten away with
the kinds of things AC/DC did. you can
bet your ass they would have gone all out.
For a glimpse ut what rock 'n' roll was.
and should be. watch.and learn from "Let
There Be Rock."

56. Eye lnlectJon
57. Obstruct

alphabet)

51. Image
52. Lepidopteran
53. Ancient Greek City
54. City 3000 B.C.

55. Tangible

Last Week's Solution

Through the years with ACIDC

1973 - Sydney, AustraJia hosts the
band's first performance.
1974 - The band's first album, ..Can
I Sit Next to You?" debuts.
1976 - First headlininf. tour, '1-ock.
Up Your Daughters,' begins in
Britain.
1978- ''If You Want Blood, You Got
It,'' debuts as the band's rtrSt live
album.
197'- ''Highway to Hell," the band·s
first miJJion selling album debuts.
1980 - )3on Scott dies in a car accident.
1981 -"For Th0$e About To Rock
(We Salute You)" debuts as the
band's first No.1 album in the United
States.
1992 - The band sues rapper Vanilla
Ice for sampling "Rags to Riches,''
Qo his "Extremely Live,. album.
source: WWN.crabsodylnblue..com
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Owensboro native uses intelligence, charm
to capture Miss Wheelchair Kentucky title
by Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer

said. "They were all very special
young ladies."
Still, s he said she thought the
judges made a good choice in her
daughter.
"I think (my daughter) will make a
wonderful spokesperson for other
women who are disabled," Alicia
Sharp said.
As Miss Wheelchair Kentucky,
Sharp will spend the next year speaking for the rights of people with disabilities. Sharp' s plan calls for community activities for c hildren with
special needs that will encourage
them to use their strengths and talents.
She also hopes to involve others from
local communities to help create a
greater understanding and acceptance
of the rights of the disabled.

Articuhlle, determined, dependable,
trustworthy anti corn pal\sionate.
Senior Stephanie Sharp said these five
\\'Ords best describe her charocter and
allitude toward living li fe in a wheelchair.
A panel of judges agreed with
Sharp on Saturday, crowning her the
winner of the M iss Wheelc hair Kentucky 2004 Pageant.
The pngeunt. held in a ballroom at
Jewbh Hospital in Louisville, drew a
crowd of rnorc than 60 who witnessed
this years competition. five young
women from across the state, each
with a hbtory of overcoming hardships. tnok part in the event. Sharp
said she was happy to have bee n able
tu meet other women who have had to
' ' I think (my daughter) will
face some of the same c hallenges she
make
a
wonderful
has.
other
spokesperson
for
''I thought everyone involved was
very intelligent and art iculate,'' Sharp
women who are disabled."
suitl. "They just showed me I am
capable of doing anything I put my
Alicia Sh arp
mind to."
Her mother. Alicia Sharp, said she
Sharp was only given a 50 percent
agreed the event was a rewarding
experienl'e' for all who hau the oppor- c hance of survival when she was born
tunity to attend it.
three months premature. At birth she
"The other (contestants) were all weighed only two and a half pounds
extraordinary young women," she and was diagnosed with cerebral

palsy. But she hasn't let the fact that
:-he is in a wheelchair rule her life.
"We' re still people like everybody
else at heart," Sharp said.
Sharp, a public relations major from
Owensboro, has been an active member of the Murray State community
for the past two years. She is currently the vice president of the Public
Relations Students Society of Ameri ca and a member of the National Honors Society. She also has made the
dean·s list all three <>emesters attended at Murr..ty State. She hopes to gradl_late this May and wants to become a
lobbyist for the rights of the disabled
in Washington. D.C.
"She really tries to be as independent as she can." Alicia Sharp said.
"She has done very well."
This is the third consecutive year a
Murray State stutlent has won the
Miss Wheelchair Kentucky title. Last
year' s winner, Melissa Jenkins. senior
from Paducah. had the privilege of
crowning Sharp at the closing ceremonies.
"It made me excited and very
proud," Jenkins said.
Sharp said .she has known Jenkins
since she arrived at Murray and the
two have built a strong bond. Sharp
was glad to receive the honor from
Jenkins.
"I think it made it e ven more of a

photo!; by R.1shod Taylor/The News

Stephanje Sharp, senior from Owensboro, wiU wear the Miss Wheelchair Kentucky
crown for a full year since winning the title Saturday. Sharp \\ill represent Kentucky at
the Miss Wheelchair America Pageant this summer.
special honor," Sharp said. " I just
hope that 1 am able to make as significant an impact as she did."
Alicia Sharp said she thought muc h
of her daughter's success is because
of Jenkins and others she has met at
Murray State.
"Had (Stephanie) not gone to Murray, !>he probably wouldn't have
known about (the pageant)." she said.
Sharp will travel to Richmond, Va.,
for the Miss Wheelchair America
competition this summer. She will
face nearly 30 other contestants for
the title.
She is required to find corporate
sponsors hip and has to raise $1.~00 to
cover the expenses of getting to the
competition. Thus far, only CocaCola has agreed to help.

Stephanie Sharp
becomes the third
consecutive Murray State student to
win
the
Miss
Wheelchair Kentucky
Pageant.
Stephanie follows
Bethany Adams,
alumna from Bowling G reen, and
Melissa J enkins,
senior fro m Paducah. who won the
title in 2002 and
2003 respectively.
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NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN

Sunset Boulevard Music is now
located in the yellow building beside
Wendy's on Chestnut Street!

Hours

tanninsr. Packeules. swtmwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0.1

Mon. - 11KI"s.
8 a.m. • 10 P.m.
ftl & Sat.
8 a.m. · 9 P.m.
Closed StJndalf

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

MUSIC • CAR·AUDIO • INSTALLATION
Voted
Best
Music

Store!

C~estnut Street (Beside

Wendy's) • Murray, KV • 7S3·0113

1 MONTH
UNLIMITED
TANNING!!!

CHECK
OUT OUR
ClASSIFIED

SECTION

FOR GREAT

SPRING

BREAK
DESTINATIONSI
lfll.
st~t~~
Murray

MIN'S
HAIR U:TS
If there are horrible
noises coming from
your car, and it's not

BUZZ

crur

the radio station's top
40, IT'S TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!
We're committed to quality auto care, excellent customer service
and fair prices. It's our goal to have you back on the road fast with
complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between.

CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAIR •tP
619 S. Fourth St. • M urray, KY 4207 1 • (270) 753-6831
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PORTS
Semifinals await

photos by Matta Barnard/The News

Senior forward Cuthbert Victor and
junior guard Adam Chiles combine
their efforts in attempting to block a
Tennessee Tech shot Tuesday in tbe
first round of the OVC Tournament.

Chiles returns from injury; all five_ starters score double figures as Racers advance
by Jake lowary
Spons Editor
The Racers (26-5) are moving. Not literally. but the team is
moving on to the second round of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament after its sparkling 92-75 win over Tennessee 'I'ech
( 13-15) Tuesday.
Six Racers scored in double-digits, five of which were pan
of a group of nine seniors wbo.played their tina! game in the
Regio~al Special Events Center. Leading the way was senior
guard Chris Shumate who knocked down 17 points for Murrny
State.
An unexpected source of scoring came from senior center
Andi Hornig, who togged a season-high I 2 points. Hornig has
averaged only 3.5 points per game over the regular season.
"Andi has been really big lately," junior guard Adam Chiles
said. "He doesn't want to go home yet."
Chiles has been 'sidelined lately because of a disloc:tred
shoulder he suffered while diving for a ball in the ftrst half of
the Austin Peay game. The game against Tech was his first
time back on the floor since he was injured on Feb. 14.
"I felt a little . rusty (Tuesday)," Chiles said. "I have been
practicing the last few days but that doesn't simulate the noise
and the crowd going and (Tennessee Tech) really pushing it at
us.''
The Louisville native said he feels 100 percent but is still
skeptical about his shoulder and the possibility of aggravating
it again.
"l don't feel any pain out there," he said. "I just have a little
piece in the back of my mind that tells me not to do too much."
Chiles and the Racers had a big test against Tech. The Gold·
en Eagles put up 31 shots from three-point range knocking
down 16, a 51 percent showing. Junior guard Cameron Crisp
led the way for the Eagles with 30 points. Crisp was the main
three-point shooter for the Eagles, ftring 13 shots from behind

the arc and making eight of those shots.
Austin Peay won its game against Tennessee State which
means the Govs will play Eastern Kentucky in the second
round of the tournament Friday. No. 2 seed Murray State
advances to play No. 3 seed Morehead State ttt 8 tonight in
Nashville's Municipal Auditorium.
For the nine seniors and the rest of the squad, getting to the
NCAA Toumamem has been the primary goal. However,
before they even think about their trip through March Madness,
the team must win its-next two g""dmes.
The second semifinal matchup will match the Racers against
the Eagles of Morehead State, which l,]efeated Jacksonville
State Tuesday. The Racers beat Morehead State twice this year,
but Shumate said those two wins have no bearing on Friday's
contest,
"We beat them twice this ~eason but all that goes out the
window Friday." he said.
The Racers will focus on senior guard Ricky Minard in the
contest. Shumate said he is a very volatile player with a lot of
skill.
'
"Minard is a great player.'' he said. "He can go for 40 (minutes) and they have some solid role players around him."
As for what the Racers need to do to help ensure its title run,
the team needs to keep doing the things that they have been
doing all season.
"We're going to do what we hnve to do," Shumate said. "We
are still going to play hard and we are still going to play
unselfish. lf we do that. we arc confident that we will win."
Despite the seemingly easy win over Tennessee Tech, the
Racers still have a long road to travel before getting to the
NCAA Tournament. However, the added pressure isn't a factor for the team.
"It's a game at the end of the day," Shumate said. "But for a
team like (the Racers), we have to win the next two games, and
that's been our goal all season."

Senior center Andi Hornig lays in two of his 12 points. The point total is Hornig's ~ca
son high. He led the team in scoring the first half with 10 points. The Racers move on
to play Morehead State tonight in NashviUe.

Arrival of March shifts desire toward spring turkey hunting
March is a month of anticipation and disappointment for the outdoorsman. I once read an
anicle in a turkey hunting magazine, and its
focus was "What to do with March?" March is
the month when spring officially begins, but it
also often harbors some tierce winter weather.
As 1 write this, it's close to 60 degrees and
pouring down rain. It's a typical March day in
Kentucky.
So what is there to do in .March? Fishing is
one option, although it's unpredictable. at best,
this time of year. r ve had some excellent days
on the water in March. especially for catfish, but
the heavy rains and changing temperatures are
always iffy.
My mind-set undergoes a transformation in
March. Anyone who read my columns last fall
probably noticed I've got a thing for bowhunting. It ranks right up rhere with my all·time
favorite activities. But it's not ahead of spring
turkey season.

Looking Ahead

I've purposefully shied away from writing
about spring turkey hunting until now. It's not
merely a hunting season. It's an addiction.
When f start seeing buttercups blooming, I
start thinking about turkeys gobbling. I knew if
I started writing about it too soon. I wouldn't
want to write about anything else. But I saw
some buttercups in full bloom thi:. morning. and
1couldn't hold it in any longer.
To kill a spring turkey, you need to be lucky.
I know of several folks who have gone out on
their tirst spring turkey hunt, yelped a few times
and had a gobbler in their lap within minutes.
me and declare, ''Will. I
They then look
thought you said this wus tough. 1don't see what
the big deal is." Oftentimes, these folks are the
ones who don't make many more trips into the
spring woods, as they've already been spoiled.
To kill a bunch of spring turkeys, you still
need to be lucky. but you also need some hard
lessons. The hunters who have had a turkey gob-

at

Men's Golf

Women's Golf

March 5-7
University of Memphis
Murray

March13-14
Geico·Direct Spring Invitational
Chattanooga, Tenn.

March 15-16
Marshall Lady Herd/
El Diablo Intercollegiate
Ocala, Fla.

March 13·14
Akron
Murray

March 18-19
Morehead State Eagle Classic
Ocala, Fla.

~m c:a rs

s

m

roads, glassing fields and hardwood ridges, trying to catch a glimpse of a gobbler strutting.
Now is the time to knock on those farmhouse
doors and ask for permission. ln a few weeks. it
will be time to venture out before daylight and
listen for gobblers serenading nt dawn. This all
adds to the anticipation of the inevitable joys
and disappointments of spring turkey season.
March is the real beginning of turkey season. '
It's an easy guess as to which group I'm in. r
hunted three seasons before tagging rny first
turkey, but I've gotten decent at the sport over
the years. The season oftlcially opens April 15
this year, but to a die-hard gobbler chaser, it's
already here.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist for "The
Murray State News. ''

•••

Men's Baseball

(double-header March 13)

ble at them so close they can hear his throat rattling and strut so close they can hear his feathers
vibrating and then wonder a few moments later
how he got away are the ones who are in trouble.
Suddenly, these folks don' t need to work or
eat or sleep. They don't need family time or
showers. They don't need to go fishing. They
need to kill a damn turkey. and they don't stop
until this is accomplished or the season ends.
God forbid it be the latter because there will
need to be at least a two·month recovery period.
This second group is the folks who know what
to do with March. They know now is the time to
pick up some new turkey calls and practice to
the point of driving everyone around insane. 1
like practicing in Elizabeth College. myself. Lots
of friendly looks there.
Now is the time to break out the turkey gun
and see if it will still perforate a turkey's head
target at 35 steps with the preferred shell.
Now is the time to stan driving the back

March 22-23 •
Samford University Classic
Birmingham, Ala.

...

Men's Tennis

Women's Tennis

Rowing

Men's Basketball

March 10
Umver.;ity of Kentucky
Lexington

March 11
Tennessee State
Murray

March 20
Drake
Aurora

March 5
Morehead State
1 Nashville

March 11
Tenne:;see State
Murray

March 13
Georgia Southern
Biloxi, Miss.

March 27
Creighton; Washington
St. Louis

March 6•
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Nashville

March 15
Southwest Baptist
Pensacola, Fla.

March 14
Centenary
Biloxi, Miss.

P<r'OrF!"'""'r-~~

•.Racers musl won 10 advance to lace
the winner of APSU und tKU.
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Women denied by SEMO
Racers look to future after first-round loss in OVC
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
A.<isisLant Sportc; Edito r
After proving critics wrong with a fifth·
place fin i.sh in the Ohio Valley Conference. the women basketball players found
no more magic up their sleeves as they
dropped their first-round tournament
game on March 2 to Southeast Missouri
State 76-51 at the Show Me Center in
Cape Girardeau.
When the presea<>on polls came out for
the 2003-04 season. the voters tabbed
Murray State to ti nish in ninth place when
all wa" <.aid and done. The Racers took
that to heart and went through the conference schedule b(!tter than anyone could
have imagined, posting its best season in
years.
The women battled SEMO twice earlier
in the season and lost their tirst game in
Cape Girardeau, but defeated the
Otahkians 64-59 at home just a week
before their first-round meeting in the
OVC Tournament.
. After a sloppy opening two minutes,
the Racers took the lead 3-2 on a threepointer by senior guard Megan Fuqua.
That wns the only lead the women would
have all night as the Otahkians went on a
16-2 run to lead by 13 with 11:05 remaining in the half.
Murray Stale tried to claw its way back
into the contest but could only manage t9

get as close as eight points. The women
went into halftime down 37-22.
The second half was just as frustrating
for the Racers as the Otahkians kept up the
pressure defense to force 19 turnovers for
the game. The women were held to just 35
percent shooting, and they did not make a
three-point shot in the second half.
With 18:07 remaining the Racers
reduced the lead to 14, but from then on,
SEMO dominated and went up by as
many as 29 points.
Senior forward Stacy Holmes was the
only Racer with the hot hand as she scored
17 points on 5-of-9 shooting. Holmes was
also a perfect 6-of-6 from the free-throw
line and snagged a team-hi&h seven
rebounds.
Junior guard Rebecca Remingtop, along
with senior guards Fuqua and Jenny Bowden combined for just 3-of-22 from the
field and just 1-for-7 from behind the arc.
The three guards also had just two of the
team' s four assists in the game.
Despite the loss. Holmes said she
believed her team had a successful sea.~on
in which it pro~ed everyone wrong.
"We had a great season, and everyone in
the beginning of the season told us we
weren' t even going to make it to the tournament," Holmes said. ''This year has
been totally different with Coach
Williams because she has brought such a
good and positive attitude to this basket-

ball team, and she believed in us."
Leading SEMO further into the tournament was senior guard Kenja White with
16 points on 6-of-8 shooting. Junior center
Chandra Brown provided a spark off the
bench to also provide 16 points and a
game-high eight rebounds.
Despite the disappointing first -round
loss that ended the season, the Racers'
achievements have the future looking
bright.
By obtaining the fifth seed in the OVC
Tournament, the women earned the highest seed since the 1999-2000 season. The
nine OVC wins were a first for any MSU
women's first-year coach, and the nine
home wins tied the women for third alltime at Murray State. The Racers have not
won nine home games since the 1988-89
season.
Overall, Head Coach Joi Williams wao;
upset with how the season had to end, but
she is optimistic about the future for her
basketball program.
"I was just very disappointed in how it
ended," Williams said. "Overall, we did a
lot of things that have improved this program. Things are headed in the right direction.''
The Otahlcians advance to today's semifinal matchup against No. 1 seed Austin
Peay, while the Racers fi nish the season
13-15, and have a building block for the
future.

Senior forward
Stacy Holmes
leads a fast
break
past
Southeast Missouri
State's
gua rd Yashika
Sidbury to seal
a regular season \'ictory at
the
RSEC.
Holmes led the
Racers in scoring in the firstround loss to
the Otahkians
as she tallied a
game-high 17
points.

photos by Rashod Taylor/The

News:

Senior guard Megan Fuqua d rives pa!lt a Southeast Misseurf State player on her l
way to the basket during a regular season game against the Otahkians. The Racers :
won the game at home, 64-59, but feU at SEMO in the OVC Tournament, 76-51. :

PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY

ATTENTION
STUDENTS,
FACUL1Y, WEEKEND
WARRIORS AND
ATHLETES
Now you can get help with you injuries.
· Purchase Area Physical Therapy and Physical
Therapist Tommy West, is offering you a choice!

COME VISIT US
FOR A FREE INITIAL
CONSULTATION
For more information and scheduling
appointments phone

(270) _759-9500

.

PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL.mERAPY
208 S. Sixth St. , Murray, KY
Mon. -Fri., 8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

-
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MUrray woman wins hard cash for hard body
After 10 weeks of training,
student wins second in contest
by Jake Lowary

in January 2003. She gained almost 30
pounds over the course of her pregnancy and constantly complained of pain
in her feet and ankles.
Atkins who?
The UBC came to Shutt through her.
Lynda Shutt. senior from Murray,
said "No'' to the most popular diet in • practice of martial arts. The program
and her trainer. Dinh, emphasiJ.ed rigAmerica and took a route of her own.
Shutt is a member of the Dinh mar- orous physical and mental training. She
tial arts studio owned by Master Tung went through diet programs in conjuncDinh and. she recently became the first tion with resistance training.
Shutt said her husband was a big
runner-up in the Ultimate Bodyshaping
motivation throughout her tedious
Course.
Shutt has been practicing martial arts training program.
Shutt said the UBC was challenging
for 10 years. She was introduced to the
and the results were not immediate.
discipline by her younger sister.
The UBC is a national contest that However, when Shutt saw people she
rates people on how much weight is didn't normally see, they complimentlost over a course of I 0 weeks. In other ed her on how she looked and ho'w
words, it is a competition to improve much weight she had lost.
After several weeks. she began to see
the shape and figure of the body. In
Shutt's case, she lost 22 pounds in the the difference in the way her body
looked. Her body began to thin and ·
designated time period.
Not only did Shutt lose more than 20 take on a new shape.
She t1nished second in the 2003 compounds, she also lost about I 0 percent
of body fat, going from 25 percent to petition and won a'$ 1.000 cash prize.
The grand prize winner won $5.000.
15.5 percent.
Next year's grand prize will be a new
• Shutt was born in Lexington and
moved to Murray when she was 3 years Chevrolet Corvette.
old. She has lived here ever since.
Anyone interested in participating in
Shutt is married to a fellow martial arts next year's contest can contact Dinh at
trainer Brant Shutt, nonstudent from 753-6 11 1.
Murray.
Shutt and Di nh both highly recomThe twosome trains together six days mend the program for anyone trying to
a week, sometimes twice a day. Lynda lose weight and get into good physical
Shutt is also a fu ll-time student. She is condition.
Shutt was not the only one in the topan exercise science major and is graduating this May. After graduation, Shutt 10 from Murray, two other participants
plans to attend graduate school to study from Murray gained honors in the competition. Vicki Ringstaff fini shed in
physical therapy.
Shutt became interested in the UBC fourth place and Sonica Pruitt finished
program after the birth of her fi rst child second runner-up in the contest.

Sports Editor

LIVE OAK APTS . ew Y.
remodeled! 1 BR-$290, 2
BR·$340, 3 BR
$-.425.
$100 ·depo~it \pHial ior
qu.1lified a pplicoJnl~. Also
accepting applications for
fall. 753-822 1

HELP WANTED
PATTI'S
IN
GRAND
RI VERS is gearing up for
.summer. We> h.1Ve openings for gift shop .c lerks,
.servers, cf1arbroiler cooks,
hostesses,
prer
cooks,
dishwashers anc hus persons. Please apply o~t Patt i's in Grand Rivers Mon.
- Fri., 10 a.m .~-: 3 p.m .
AmeriCorps •Vt5TA
volunteer
opportunity. Small st tpend, health
bt>nefils. College educo~l!on preferred. Transportation required.
Apply online www.amcricorps.org
and send resume 10 kycasav•
1\taObellsoolh.net. For info 270843-8363.
LEARN TO OPERATE Bulldozers, backhoes, Exc.wators
&
more! No experience
needed! Grc.1t pay & benef its! 1-666-280-5836.
TTENTION:

RI.:SORT &
~lOTH
Management
Mdjorsl Internships availhie in resort ,Jctivi t ies,
front office .1nd food service. MyrtfP Beach ant.l
Hilton H e.1d, SC; Orlando, FL. Join u~ for a
.semester or summer gaining hands on experience
In sunny resort loco~tions!
Call 1-800-864-6762 or
email: infoCPamericllnhosP,Ita l ityacademy.com
or
www. ameri co1n hospita I i tyacademy.com!
$ 300/month sttpend, furnished housing, \huttled
transportation,
cultural
events and socials, gain a
cultural experience, make
friends from around the
orld, gain AH&l a certiico~ t ion, receive Internship credi ts.
DRIVER-COVENANT
RANSPORT.
Te.1ms and
los check out our new pay
an. Ask about our Regional Runs. Owner Operators,
Experienced Drivers, Solos,

Teams and G raduate Students. Call 1·888-MOREPAY
( 1-888·66 7. 37291.

-------

DRIVERS : BEST gets Better!
Comp.•ny up to .45 cent~.
Tt>.11m to .53 cents 010 to .93
'cents per mile! New Lea.se
Purchase Plan w/$0 Down!
Call
1-800-CFI-DRIVE,
www.cfidrive.com

-----We've Done the

DRIV£RS:
Math. Company Drivers,
40¢/mllc x 1500 miles =
ZIP. 33¢/mile x JOOO $990
+
bonus.
0/0p
90¢/mile x 1800 = Zl P.
0/0p 83¢/mile x 3000 $2490 Teams 35¢/mile.
Welcome to Buske Country
800-879-2486 X 286.

GREAT SUMMER CAMP
jOBS! Help girls grow
strong,
make
lifelong
friends and kayak I n your
frt•e II me! Girl Scouts of
Kentuckiana hiring for
Bear Crl.'ek Aquatic Camp
(KY Lake) and Camp Pennyroyal
(western
KY).
Camp counselors, I ifeguard~,
Boating
Staff,
Flealth Supervisor, Busineu M.lnotger, Wa terfront
Dirt•ctor
(WS I ).
.1nd
Cooks. f;xcel l ent benefits,
fun traditions and playful
atmosphere! Apply today
at
www.kygir l ~cout
camps.org or call (888)
77 I -5170 ext. 234
JO I N THE SOUTHWOODS
WAY Southwoods is a cot•d residential childrrn's
camp in the Adirondack
Mountains of New York.
Southwoods
is
seeking
ENTHUSIASTIC,
ENERGETIC, AND FUN-LOVING
tndivtduals to make a .P.OS·
itive impact on a c:hdd's
life. f'o~itions are .Jv.JIIable in thP. Meas of; group
l<>ading athletin, outdoor
adventure, creative and
performing
arts,
water
sports and muc::h more!
Benefits of working at
Southwoods
include
:.alary,
travel,
room,
board, l.lUndry, and much
more! For mort' inform .1 tion .lnd 10 complete oln
applicalton please c:ontact
us: www.southwoods.com
1-800-4-49-3357
16-DAY CAREER TRAIN-

Before

Paul Baker/The News

Master lung Dinh passes out 100-dollar bills to a teary-eyed Lynda Shutt at
her award ceremony Monday. She won $1,000 for her achievements in the
10-week Ultimate Bodyshaping Course. Two others from Murray competed.

NG-DRIV(R TRA I NEI'S
WANTED! Ct ASS-A COL
&
Refresher
Training.
N a I ion wide I o b PI a c: ,,_
menl Assi.st01nc~. Companies Hiring, Offering
T u i 1i o n Re i mb u r s e m e n t.
1-800-883-017 1.
Mt.
Sterling, KY. DHTAACA D EMl'. COM

-----

COL-A DRIVERS: Minimum 6
Months OTR "Te,1ms Runs to
West Coast " late MociPI
Equipment • Gre..tt Pay Mill's
& Benefits. C:t l! Steve Mox
Trucking. Ask for Marc:i. 1800-253-5148 •
DRIVER:
$1500 Sign-On
Bonus for fLATBED DRIVERS. Great fre i ght/Miles.
Must have COL-A; 1 year
OTR. Call 877-560-8829 or
Apply online www.rollersonconlractors.com. £ OE.
DRIVER
TRAINEES-NO
EXPERIENCl'
NEfOI:D!
Average $600-S900/weekl
Home often Full benefits,
Trainee pay available. Job
Stability. SwHt Transportation. 1·877-443-8289.
DRIVER-Sign
on
Bonus.
llometime, Money, St.1bility,
Respect. We Can
Help!
Region,ri/OT K
positions,
Experience required, flarbed
Training w/experience. Complete Benefits Package. 800441-4271 ext.-ETI35.

-

------

THE INDUSTRY'S TOP PAY,
no
trick
bonuse~.
no
lo n gevity.
Make
from
$.40/mile to $.4 JlmiiP. TO
START. lnc.lude~ a penny
for
safety.
Hf.AR.TLAND
EXPRF.SS
I -800-441-4953
www .heartla ndexpress.com
DRIVERS; Owner Operators. StoHl Immediately!
Up to S.CIO/mi.
IOU%
Fuel
Surchdtge.
No
forced disp.llcn, Homt!
weekends, Older truck~
welcome. T&T Dcdic.ltcd
Carriers, I nc., louisville,
KY 1-800-511-0082.
DRIVER/OWNER
OPERATOR: Up to S2500 Sign-On
Bonus!
Fl.ltbed.
Owner
Operator (Diswunt Part!> ,\
Service),
Company,
.1nd
lease Purchase. Great l'a}'•
Bonuses & llometime! Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923.
DRIVER: $900·$ I, 100 WEEKLY

INCOME! 100% ConvPntional
Fleet, No Slip Sc.lling, Polsscnger Program. Comprehensive
8clll'fll Pack.Jge. Class-A (Dl
R<:l\Ulred. [ 9r ;-.1QH' 1!11orm,llion,
C".ll "rmth frilnsport, Inc. ill 1688-4&7-6484, Monclay-Fmlay
8:00 AM to 8:00 PM anrl 'ialurdo~y·Sunday 11:00 AM to 5:00
PM, or vi~it our websrte .11
www.smi~tr~nsport.corn.

DRIVER TRAINHS Needed at
Werner Enterprise~! l week COL
tr.riningl .llousing & Meals
inclurlrdl l·li66-244-Jb•l·t.
DKIVl RS-Pdy lncll'itSt•! Company up to 3'i¢/mile & Owner
Operators 8.5¢/milt•, Home
wc<'kly, dedlcoltcd, regronal &
OTR. No NYC.. Ozarlc Motor
Unt•s 800-264-203 ~KNIGHT
TRANSI'ORTAIION. Attn: lltivcr5·We .He
hiring r)ul of North, Soulh,
l·a~t & West of Kcntuck}'·
Call U!i 8611-346 4639.
NLW PAY PACKAGfllonghaul,
Lease Operator~ Company Drivers! Friday Paydays! In-Cab
Email! Family Volccmaill Class
"A" COL, 6 mo. OIR 800-745<)(,70, www.c(Hllincnt.tlx.corn
0/0's Up to $1 .5 I ,1 rlli lt.> ior
t·r.1Ctor~ o~nd S 1.1 'i ior Srr,Jight

truc.ks. Up to S3000 Sign·On
Bonusll Call Tri·Strltc Expedited
888-320-5424.
OWN£;R OPlRATORS Rcgion.JI
rlt~tbed 1-tome Weckcnri,/During We(·k Avg, $2000-$.!500
per week. Deuic:11erl RunsN:tshville to Chic.1go iJncl back.
677-724·45')4.
LOG HOME DEALERS WANTEO Great earn•ng potential.
Excellent Proftts. Protected terrttory,
liicttme
warranty.
Amerlcdn mcldc-IIOO('SI Vtllue.
Call Daniel Bonne Log llomc~
1-!Hl8-·l•l'l-41 :10.

FOR SALE
fACTORY BUILDING SAL[!
"Rock Bottom Pnccs!" Pnccd to
sell. Bcal Next Pri• c Increase.
Co direcllsave. 25:d0•.l0x40.
35xSO. 50x120. Others. Pioneer
1-ll00·6bll-5422 Stnc:c 1980.
SAWMI LLS-$2,685.00-1 umbt•rmai\L2000 & I umberlile-24. Norwood Industries
also manuracturcs util•ty
ATV attachments, log skid-

dcrs. rort,1hle board edgers
and forestry equipment .
www. norwood Indus 1riesFree information: 1-800578- I J(>J ext. JOO N
-~---'---

FRH 4-ROOM DIRECTV
SYSTEM
Including
l nstallaltont
Free
JMonths HBO (7 movie
channels)
w/subscription. ACCC\S 225+ TV
Chilnnels. Digital quality!
Ltmitea
oficr.
Restrictions
apflly
1800-208-4 617.
All
N[W HAPPY JACK
ProDog (R) & ProPup (R)
dt•wormr.r: Chewable, flavored. Convenient, economicctl, Gets .111 4 major
worms. For pups and large
clo_gs. AI farm & Feedstores.
GOVfRNMENT
SURPL.USGre,1t dc.1ls on surplus and con·
fi~c.ltNI items. Easy and conve·
nient, right from your compul·
er. Items change daily. Rcgiqer
free. www.govdeals.com or call
(800) 61 J-()156.
~---·

BUSIMSS OPPORTU~ITIES
WOIII: 1 ANNING BlDS
AFfORDABlE . • CONVI·
N I r N T T,1 n A 1 H o me, P a y ment~
From $25/month.
FRU Color Catalog. Call
Today
1-888-839-5160.
www . np.ctstan.com
CASH lOR STRUCTURI 0
Sf Tll fMENT/Annuity payments . It'~ your money! Get
cash now when you need it
most! Ofde~t/hest in the
busint'S:>. Settlement l'urchascrs. 1-877-Moncy-Me.
INVlSTING. Over 1OOo/o return.
Stock Mark<'l lraimng, company
profiles. HOT stock piCk\,
Proven track record, ,1ccepting
new member~htps. www.lifet·
irket.com
$ S CAS IH $ C .JS h now i or
qructurcd ~eltlemcnts,
anntJities, and insurance
payouts. (800) 794-7310
J.G.
Wentworth ... IG
Wentworth Means Cash
Now for Structured Set·
tl(•ments.

ATTr-NIION
HOMlOWNI:RS .
Display
Homes
W,1ntcd
lor
Vinyl Siding Replace-

After

ment
Windows .
No
Pay m ents until 2005.
Payments starting
at
$89.00 per month . All
credit qualifies. Call
1-800-251-0843.

REAL ESTATE
500 ACRES. Absolute auction,
March 6, 10:07 o~.m. Bardstown,
KY. 22 tractS. 1.3 million feet marketo~ble timber. L.1Rue County.
Website for dl't.lils. www.htl lyfrankh.lrned.f;onl Bf lf,Jtned Auctioneer. 800-272-6223.
NEW 1600 SQ. FT . LOG
CABIN
~hell
with
lake
~ccess & free hoat slip on
35,000 acre lake in Tennessee
hills .
$89,900.
Terms 800-704-3154 ext.
544 Sunset Bay, l.LC.
NEW
LAKE
CAB I N:
$79 , 900. Newly Buil t
1500 Sq. I eel Cedar
Sided Cabin on Lake
Cumberland.
Screened
Pa t io, Wooded, Views,
loft, Etc. 600-770-9311
Ext. 99.2.

SPRING BREAK!

I 1 Stt.dent Tour Operator
to Jamaica. Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Flori~
da. Bigges t parties, best
clulnl Call for group discounts. l n(o(mdtion/reservations 1-800-648-4849 o
www.ststravel.com

MEDICAL
HEALTHCARE for entire
family, S89.95 monthly.
No
o~ge
restrictions,
Includes dental, Vision,
pte-existing
conditions
.tccepted, unlimited usage,
500,000 doctor), 800-807·
9769, limited time oHer.

NOTICE
PlACE' YOUR 2 5 WORD
.1d in 64 Kentucky newspapers with 1 m i llion circul.Jiion for only $225.
Cont.lcl this newspaper or
the Kentucky PreH Association, · (502) 223-8821
for all the details.

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
Spring
Break:
World
Famous Tiki Bar! Sandpiper-Beacon
Beach
Resort, 1-800-488-8826,
ww w . sa ndp i pe rbea con. co
m
-rhe Fun Pl,1ce!"
ACT NOWI UOOK 1 I
people, get
12th trip
lree. Group di~counts
for
6+
www . spri nghreakdiscounts.com or
(600) 836-8202
PANAMA
CITY
BEACI-I :
Sandptper-Re<tcon Beach
Resort. I rom SJ9 1-2 pm
or Jrrive Su./Mon.-FREE
night. Restrictions. Pools,
river ride, Jacuzzi, tiki
bar.
(800)
4 86-882 8
www. sa ndp ipcrbeac::on.
SPRING BREAK 2004: Travel
with STS, America's I 1 Student
Tour Opcr,IIOr. Cancun , Acapulco,
Jamaic.t, 'Bahamas.
Biggest p.Htirs, best clubs! Call
lor aiscounts: 800·648-4849 or
www.ststrdvel.com
SPRING
BRI AK
2004:
Travel with STS, America's

PER WORD!

762-4478
ADD YOUR
CLASSIFIED
TO OUR
ONLINE
EDITION
FOR $1!

JIDBD

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

t:fla!r.'-Jfte tnl~tu:llltr
ALL YOU CAN
EAT RIBS'12 99
SDA Y NIGHTS ONLY,
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Senior night defines magical season
Wait 'til
next year.
That simple phrase,
one
that
Cubs' fans
live and die
by, could be
excited l y
heard from
Racer basketball fans
as th~ 2003If
04 season
was about to
begin. There
was some
• .. ,·· 1
1•t-. : . : !
chatter
about this year, but people were
targeting next year despite the
fact that a game had yet to be
played.
Next year was when the

Cl.llnK
aaouT IT

magic was supposed to take
place. Two big· time recruits
were snagged from the clutches
of power conference schools
Virginia and Ole Miss, aka
Keith Jenifer and Trey Pearson.
A big-time junior college transfer signed with MSU, aka
Kelvin Brown, and suddenly
that was enough to make every·
one temporarily forget about
this year's team.
A second-place conference
finish and 26 wins later have
Racer fans dreaming of this
year while thoughts of next year
have been placed on hold.
Quickly everyone is salivating
on what ha'> been a magical season, just 12 months early.
We all seemed to forget about
the seniors. All nine of them.
The backbone of this team has

IURA!
EXTRA!
AVAILABLE
POSITIONS

For the
2004-2005
staff of
The Murray
State Hews
• Sports Editor
• Assistant
Sports Editor
• Opinion Editor
• College Life
Editor
• Assistant
College Life
Editor
• News Editor
• Assistant
News Editor
• Associate
Editor
• Photography
Editor
• Online Editor
• Chief Copy
Editor
• Advertising
Manager
• Ad Production
Manager
• Editor In Chief
Applications must
be submitted
by March 8, 2004

LAST CHANCE!
PLYTQDAY,
first floor of
Wilson Hall!
}

....

The Murray State News

SPORTS

put everyone' on its shoulders
and braced them for the ride of
their lives. Victor, Whelchel,
Shumate,
Jones,
Paschel,
Hornig,
Akin,
Roncevic.
Haworth - all of them have
made this season one students
will not soon forget.
One moment Saturday night
seemed to define the season
when after an 81-51 romping of
Eastern Jllinois, the players and
Head Coach Mick Cronin stuck
around to address the crowd.
Cronin spoke. senior captain
Whelchel spoke, and then the
players slowly strutted their
way to the Mick's Maniacs section.
The players didn't wave and
say thanks. It was like all of us
had been friends for years. In a
way we had been friends for

four years. They showed their
appreciation and love for our
support with so much more.
They grasped our hands.
hugged us. pumped us up, beat
chests with us, as the lull of
going to the Big Dance wa'> tan·
gible in the air.
That two minutes told me
what this season was about and
how magical it has been. Win or
lose, the seniors molded the
squad into one. and after joining
the Maniacs, the players and
students became one.
The players and students will
be in Nashville as one. We win
and feel the excitement: we lose
and feel the heartbreak of coming so close. Unity has defined
this team and season. Next year
can wait.
Next year is this year.
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Indoor track season concludes,
Korir takes 5,000-meter crown
by joel Roberts
Staff Writer

The Murray State track
and field teams closed out
their indoor season Feb. 27
and 28 at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships
hosted by Eastern ltlinois
University in Charleston.
Southeast Missouri won
the women's title with 170
points, while the Racers finished seventh with 34, just
one point behind Austin
Peay.
Leading the way for MSU
was senior sprinter Joan
Lettman with a secondplace finish in the 400·
meter dash and a time of

55.79 seconds. Lettman also
had a third-place finish in
the 200-meter dash with a
time of 25.06.
On the men's side, freshman distance runner Wesley
Korir earned first-place
honors in the 5,000-meter
run as the men's squad finished the indoor season with
a sixth-place tinish at the
championships.
The Panther~ won the
men's event with 203 points
while the Racers finished
sixth with 45 points.
"I feel that the kids com·
peted well, and we have
made significant strides, but
all in all J am glad the
indour season is over,"

Head Coach Norbert Elliot
said. "It is difticuh to have a
successful indoor season
without an indoor practice
facility."
Korir, who won the
5,000-meter event with a
time of 14 minutes, 55.89
seconds, also earned second
place in the 3.000-meter run
with a time of 8:37.48.
Korir suid he is happy
with his season especially in
the 5,000. Coming from
Kenya, this year was his
first indoor track experi·
ence.
Said Korir: "1 hope to do
much better in the outdoor
season as I am practicing
much harder."

